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Air Police
Base Locator
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HEADQUARTERS
397th BOMBARDMENT WING (H) (SAC)
UNITED STA TES AIR FORCE
DOW AIR FORCE BASE, MAINE

Welcome to Dow Air Force Base. In its role as a Strategic Air Command heav'y bomber base,
Dow is one of the most vital and historic installations in the United States Air Force.

I

.~

Dow is located in the suburbs of Bangor, Maine and as such, is one of the eastern-most bases in
the Continental United States.
Because of the fact that a permanent chan ge of station 1s most often a strange and confusing experience, probably the most important questions you have now are those concerning facilities that are
available at Dow, the local community, the people with whom you will work and the machinery at
your disposal to help minimize "settli ng in" problems.
We hope the information conta ined in this guide will answer most of your questions and that you
will find Dow and the city of Bangor a friendly community and that you will enjoy your tour here.

EQUIPPED WITH B-26 light bombers during World War II, the 397th Bombardment W ing earned the Disti nguished Unit
Citation for action in Europe.
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Artist's Conception of New Gate for Dow.

The on gm of Dow Air Force Base dates back to
Augu st 19, 1523, when General "Billy" Mitchell landed
his flight of 26 airplanes, Martin bombers and DeHaviland scout planes , on the F . F. Rich farm, the present
location of Dow . This was about two weeks before the
famous bombing tests off the Virginia Capes, during
which Mitchell's bi-planes sank an obsolete ship in his
effort to get more planes.
General Mitchell told Bangor Rotarians that he
saw a "great future for Bangor as an airdrome. " With
what was believed to be the entire strategic air force
available at the time, the men of his command set up
temporary headquarter s (tents) in the present Dow
location and took-off on 22 August. Officers told local
reporters that the Cooper Road Field (now Dow AFB
location) was a superior field to the Boston Airport.
It wasn 't until 1940 however, that actual con struction began on a large ~cale. But the vi sion of Bangor
as an air center was fore s een , and in January of 1942,
Dow AFB wa s officially named in honor of Second
Lieutenant James F . Dow of the State of Maine , who
:va s killed in a routine training flight when the bomber
m which h e wa s flying collided with another plan e
over New York State .
The base was in tended t o serve a s a forward aird r om e for act ive defen se again st enemy attacks from
Eu rope and was b uilt to h ou se a heavy bombardm ent
group .
In 1946, the 14th F ighter Wing arrived a t Dow .
Durin g the tim e th ey were at Dow th ey were acc redi ted with " iron in g out th e bugs" in the fir s t F-84 Thunde rJ e ts. These jets we r e u sed ext en sively in the Korea'1
Conflict.

When the 14th FW left Dow in October of 1948.
the Maine Air National Guard began using the base as
a training camp. Early 1951 saw the lOlst FIW of the
Maine Air National Guard called to active duty. At
this time the base was under the Air Defense Command.
In April 1951, the 132nd Fighter Wing of the Nebraska-Iowa Air National Guard was called to duty at
Dow. This move also brought on a change of command
from ADC to the Strategic Air Command. In January
1952 , however , the base changed hands again , this time
to the Tactical Air Command.
During June 1952 , the 132nd transferred t o Alexandria AFB , Louisiana and on July 1, Dow was again
placed under SAC as the 506th Strategic Fighter Wing
moved in.
On January 15, 1954, the 506th became the first
operational organization to receive the F -84 Thunderstreak, marking the second time a Dow unit wa s checked out first with an aircraft product of the R epublic
Aviation Company.
During the cours e of World War II , nearly 100,000
combat crew members passed through Dow with their
aircraft, either returning from or enroute to the v a riou s war theaters . The strength of the base varied fro m
1,200 to 7,000 p e r sonnel.
Dow was established a s a perman ent ba se in Nov e mber of 1554. Just six months later, the mission
chan ged a s the Strategic Air Command activated its
ori ginal air refueling unit at Dow , the 4060th Air Refueling Wing , on March 8, 1955.
The 4060th was like a newborn child out in the
snow as it went about its job without any firm polici~s
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or operating procedures, this is how it must be for "an
original." The mission was carried out on a "trial and
error" basis and soon proved "experience is the best
teacher."
In December of 1955 Operation "Saint Nick" sent
the newly activated 71st ARS to Thule AB, Greenland
on TDY. It was the general feeling that this was
to serve as a test of the
squadron's capabilities as
missions "White Oak"
and "Tinker Bell" were
thrown at them in the bitter north lands. But they
proved themselves and
turned it into a successful
operation.
In the next two years,
the 4060th went to the top
of SAC's Flying Safety
Totem Pole and took the
Lieutenant Dow
USAF Semi-Annual Flying Safety Award. It
marked the first time that an air refueling unit had
won the USAF Award.
March of 1557 saw another successful TDY to
Thule for the 71st and an equally successful TDY to
Harmon AB, Newfoundland for the 341st.
In early 1958, Dow again climbed to the top of the
SAC Safety Totem as the Wing continued to fly accident-free. It was in April of the same year that SAC
placed the 4060th in the SAC hall of fame for two years
of safe flying.
Later that year the 4060th received the second
USAF Semi-Annual Flying Safety Award. Now confirmed as one of the most safety-minded bases in the
command, Dow took the top spot on the SAC Totem in
early 1959
On this same date the first F-101B Voodoo and
most of the personnel of the 75th Fighter Interceptor
Squadron arrived as an operational unit from Presque
Isle AFB Maine, to Dow. A direct descendent of the
famous "Flying Tigers," the 75th, holder of the Presidential Unit Citation, is a member of the Air Defense
Command.
In July 1961, the 75th received the Air Defense
Command's coveted "A" Award for outstanding performance.
On February 1, 1960, the 4060th Air Refueling Wing
was inactivated and the 4038th Strategic Wing activated as part of SAC's dispersal concept. The two KC97 tanker squadrons remained at Dow and the 341st
Bombardment Squadron was added.
It was late May 1960 that the 4038th Strategic Wing
became the ninth unit to be equipped with the B-52G
missile platform bomber and in late 1S60 and early
1961, the wing began to receive its first Hound Dog
air-to-surface missiles and Quail diversionary missiles.
These two missiles are carried by the B-52G bomber.
The 341st Bombardment Squadron became a combat-ready outfit in December 1960.
On February 1, 1963, the curtain was lowered on
the proud history of the 4038th Strategic Wing as the
unit was deactivated and the J97th Bombardment
Group (Medium) was reactivated as the 397th Bombardment Wing (Heavy).
This move was in keeping with SAC policy of retaining in the active force the designations of units
which have distinguished themselves in combat. With
this transition, the 19th Air Refueling Squadron, which
-

KC-97 Tanker

was based at Otis AFB, Mass., as part of the wing's
dispersal plan, was placed under another wing.
Most of Dow's units adopted the 297th title. However, the 341st Bombardment Squadron changed to the
596th Bombardment Squadron. This squadron was assigned to the 397th during WWII.

The 397th came into existence as the 397th Bombardment Group (Medium) on April 20, 1943 at MacDill AFB, Fla. Six months later, the group began a
series of moves that took them to Avon Park Bombing
Range, Fla., and Hunter Field, Ga.
Training with B-26 aircraft, the group moved to
England in March 1944 and was assigned to the Ninth
Air Force. They participated in operations in preparation for the Normandy invasion by attacking V-weapons sites, bridges, coastal defenses, marshaling yards
and airfields.
The 397th hit strong points in }<·ranee on D-Day
and assisted ground forces throughout the remainder
of the Normandy campaign by bombing fuel dumps,
defending areas and other objectives.
After moving to the Continent in August 1944, the
group struck enemy positions at St. Malo and Brest
and bombed targets in the Rouen area as Allied armies
swept across the Seine and advanced to the Siegfried
Line.
Moving into Germany in September, the B-26s
were kept busy striking enemy communications,
bridges, and storage depots. They also participated in
the Battle of the Bulge during December 1944 and
January 1945.
December 23, 1944, the group withstood heavy flak
and fighter attacks and went on to destroy a railway
bridge at Eller, a vital link in the enemy's supply line
across the Moselle. For this heroic mission, the unit
was presented the Distinguished Unit Citation.
They continued to support the Allied drive into
Germany until April 1945. After the war, the 397th
returned to the United States. Some personnel were
reassigned to other units which also had B-26 aircraft.
The unit was inactivated on January 6, 1946, and remained in that status for over 17 years.
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MISSION OF
397th BOMB WING
As directed by H e adquarte r s . Eighth Air For ce
a.nd in accordance with th e policies established by
Headquarters , Strate gic Air Command , the 397th Bomb
Wing will:
Organize and train a forc e capable of immediate
and sustained long-range offensive bombardment and
air-to-air refueling operation s in any part of th e world ,
utilizing the latest technical knowledge and advanced
weapons.
Participate to the maximum extent in the Reserve
training program. Participate in disaster relief and
other domestic emergencies when required. Perform
such special missions and assignments as may be di rected from higher headquarters.

397th Bombard ment Wing (H) Emb le m

MISSION OF
6th AIR DIVISION
As directed by Headquarter s, Eighth Air F or c e
a nd in accordance with policies established by Headq ~ ar t ers, Strategic Air Command , the 6th Air Divi sion
Wtll :

Serve as monitoring agency over its assigned units
and to exercise command jurisdiction over such units
a nd in sta ll ations as may be ass igned and attest to the
ca pa bility of each assigned unit to perform its emergen cy war order tasks.

6th Air Division Embl em

MISSION OF
75th FIGHTE~
INTERCEPTOR
SQUADRON

75th Fighter Interc eptor Squadron Embl em

The mission of the 75th is to provide and maintain
t r ained crews and combat-ready a ircraft for the s u pport in the air defense of the northeastern United
States.
To accomplish these tasks, the 75th is committed
to a 24-hour alert schedule and regular daily flying
training in the F-lOlB Voodoo.
In the event of detection of an unidentified or hostile aircraft or object, planes of the 75th would be airborne in minutes to accomplish identification or, if nece s sary , engagement of the unknown.
-5-

SIGNING IN
During Duty Hours

As you enter the gates of Dow Air Forc e Ba s e,
courteous Air Policemen will direct you to buildin g S-6
wh ere yo u can deposit your personnel reco r d s and sign
in . T he Directora t e of Personnel operates from 0800 to
1700 hours. The personnel section will a ssist y ou in
obtaining speedy clearance through other a gen c ies .
After Duty Hours
If you arrive after duty hours , proce ed t o B as e

H eadquarters , Bldg . T-1. Th ere you will be g reeted b y
the Staff Duty Officer and the Charge of Quarte r s who
will accomplish the sign in procedures .

IDENTIFICATION, PASS AND REGISTRATION
Ve hicle and Firearm Registration

Identification , Pass and Registration is loca t ed in
B ldg. T-51, the first building on the right after enterin g
th e I ndustrial Gate (Hammond Street).
Permanent and temporary (over 24 hour s ) on-base
registration of privately-owned vehicle s is processed
at this facility . As a prerequisite to permanent on-ba se
registration , applicants mu st s ati sfy the followin g m m imu m requirements :
a. Valid state registration
b. Valid operator ' s permit
c. On-base liability in s urance: $10,000 and $20.000
Personal In jury; $5,000 Property Da m age ; (fu rni shed
by an accredited automobile liability in suran ce co m pany)
d . Valid state vehicle safety in s pec tion ce rti fica te
or sticker.
In addition , military person nel in g r a d es E-1 to
E-4 , and civilian s of co m para ble g r a de , mu s t p rese n t
a lette r of coun selin g, from th e co mm a nd e r con ce rn ed,
to the regi str a tion a uthority. Tempora r y reg istr ation
is provided und e r extenu a tin g circ um stances.

JUST ARRIVED- A new ly assigned lieutenant checks-in to
Dow's Pin e Tree Arms (Hote l), located in Bldg . 346. The
lie ute nant will stay at th e Hote l unti l he is assigned to permane nt quarte rs.

With the exception of certa in federal and mu n ic ip a l a uthoritie s, all personnel d esiring to introduce
priva te ly-own d firearms on Dow, fo r any reason , m ust
comply with registration requirements. Such weapons
mu s t be initi a lly regis tered with the Air Police Ar m am e nt Bran ch , Bldg. T-206. Armament personnel will
furn ish t he n ecessary applications and appropriate instruc tions. Owners are advi ·ed to con sult t he Base
R egulation r ela ti ve to priv ately-own ed firarm s registr a tion prior to the in troduction of a n y weapon .
Cre d e nt ia Is

Application s for m ili t ary, civilia n , or d ependen ts'
id entifi c ation cards are available a t all squadron ord e rl y room s. Complet ed applications mu st be verified
by th e appropriate personnel records cu s todi a ns, prior
to pres enta tion to th e issuin g agen cy. Applic ants must
p e r sonally p resent the verified applica tion to the Pa ss
and Regi stratio n Section, wh ere ph otographs will be
taken and th e identification cards la minated , issu ed ,
and recorded . R estricted Area Bad ges applica tions are
available through you r un it or st a ff a g ency Security
Offi ce r a nd arc processed at the Pass a nd R egist ration
Section in a si m ilar m anner.
Twenty-fo ur h ou r reception a nd processing of Dow
vi s ito r s, who a r e not in possession of the necess ary
ba se access autho rizations, is acco m pli shed at the vi sitor 's pa ss fa cility, B ld g. T-54 immediately outside the
Indu s trial G a t e on Hammond Street.
The Pa ss, I d en tification and Registration Section
fun c tion s from 0800 to 1700 hours, Monday throu gh
Frida y.
Boa ts, Trailers and Parking

IT'S BUSY INSIDE-Wing Personnel (Bldg. S-6) is the "Green
Monster" of Dow, even though it's red . Inside S-6, re cords
of all Dow personnel are ma intained, personal affairs are
ta ken care of, " Dog Tags" are made, passports are processed, a ssignment notifications given, and 101 other tasks are
accom p lished.
-

Limited s tor age facilities for boats and s mall
trailers are a va ila bl e in th e r ea r o f Base Police Operat ions, Bld g. T-42.
P e r sonn e l who contempla t e a bsence from the insta ll a ti on for extend ed p eriod s a nd who d esire to leave
th eir vehi c le-, pa rked on-b ase , mu st utili ze the parking
lot ad j acc· nt to Bld g . T-5 1 d u r in g s uch p eri od s of absence.
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LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Housing

The Base Housing Office is located in Bldg . T-411.
Housing i normally allotted by rank and date of rank.
The housin g supply office is equipped to issue limited
amounts of household items. Coin operated washers
and dryers are located in all permanent dormitories,
NCOQs and"BOQs.
Airmen's Quarters

Nearly all single or unaccompanied airmen and
NCOs live in modern three-story permanent dormitories. Th ese are conveniently located near the Base
Gym, Base Ch apel, Service Club and Dining halls. Personnel assigned to the tenant units, such as the 75th
FIS, resid e in modernized two-story dormitories.

LJ

MODERN LIVING-Field Grade officers reside in these modern one-level homes located in new Capehart. Their quarters, like other Capehart units, ore landscaped and equipped
with th e latest facilities .

Fairmount Terrace

'---l

Fairmount Terrace is also known as GI Village
and is located off Union Street between 13th Street and
Elizabeth Avenue. This area is made up of 75 units fer
married en li sted personnel. Units are assigned in the
same manner as Capehart units to Staff Sergeants and
Airmen First Class with over four years service .
Trailer Porks

Although there are no trailer parks located on
base, there a re several civilian operated trailer parks
within a seven-mile radius of the base.
VOQ and VAQ

J~ST

LIKE HOME- Airmen and NCOs livi ng in the base dormitories ore allowed to decorate th eir rooms to suit their
~wn ta stes. Best Dormitory Room Awards ore given monthly.
00 m inspections are held each week.
Bachelor NCO Quarters

.
The Bachelor NCO Quarters consist of two floors
~ one of the permanent dormito ri es located near the.
CO Club, Base Chapel and other base facilities.
Bach elor Officer Quarters

Dew has four BOQs. One is a 2-bedroom apartment-style with a tota l capacity of 24 people. The
ot~er three are modern duplex 4-bedroom apartments
With a total capacity of 24 people. All BOQs are mod~n. Permanent facilities , conveniently located near the
fftce r s' Clu b and Ba se Ch apel.

Transient qua rters and visiting Airmen and Officer quarters, known as Pine Tree Arms, are located
to the rear of the Officers' Club. This building is con sidered to be one of the most modern of its type in the
Air Force. All transient personnel, single and unaccompanied newcomers are billeted here.
Guest Housing

Guest Housing at Dow is limited to eight units
which are available to personnel in PCS statu s and for
other transient personnel. Visiting families of Dow personnel will be accom m odated if the units are avail able. The maximum period of time a unit may be used
is limited to seven days.
These spacious units have utilities and cooking
utensils furnished.

Capehart

Dow has 1,010 Capehart units. 530 units were comin the fall of 1959 and 480 units completed in
anuary 1!163. Quarter s are landscaped and equipped
range, refrigerator , washer. dryer, and garbage
isposal. Units are as s igned by rank and date of rank
according to family size . Dow's Capehart units are loca ted ·
B
In two areas off base; 680 units are located on
b angor"s outer Ohio Street about three miles from the
t;se and 330 units are located just outside Gate 7 by
b e Northeast Airlines terminal on Un ion Street. A
Breakdown of avai lable units follows:

i 1eted

;ah

eel room
Size

4
3
2

Field

Company

Gradt
Grade
~fi Single
56 Dupl x
G8 Duplex 120 Fourplex
o
'.lO Fourplc·x

Rnlisiecl

64 Duplex
506 Mu lti plex
130 Multiolcx

MULTIPLEX QUARTERS-Many NCOs and their families resi d e in these spacious multiplex quarters . Two or three bedroom homes are available, depending on the size of the
family. Enlisted p ersonnel can also reside in duplex homes,
which have four b ed room s.
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Off Base Housing

Adequate family housing in the Bangor-Brewer.
Maine area is limited. Personnel should not bring
families until suitable housing can be found. The Family Services Office (Bldg. T-16) and the Bangor Chamber of Commerce (on Franklin Street, behind W. T.
Grant Store) maintain files of all available rentals in
the area. Personnel seeking off-base housing should
be prepared to pay refundable deposits on gas, electricity and telephone. Most of the homes in and around
Bangor are 50 or more years old, but they compensate
for what they lack in modern convenience with their
distinctive '·old New England" charm. Although th0
rents may seem high in comparison with other sections of the country, they are on a par with other
northern states.

DINING FACILITIES
Dow has two modern dining halls that are consid·
ered among the best in Eighth Air Force. Located directly across from the airmen's dormitories, (Bldgs.
S-359 and S-360), the two facilities are named in honor
of two Air Force heroes of WWII.
Chennault Dining Hall was named in honor of the
late Lt. Gen. Claire L. Chennault. fameJ leader of th<'
WWII "Flying Tigers" and commander of the wartime
14th Air Force in the China-Burma-India Theater.
Kelly Dining Hall was named for Capt. Colin P.
Kelly, an Army pilot. On December 9, 1941. Captain
Kelly was the pilot of a bomber that destroyed a Japanese battleship following the attack on Pearl Harbor.
When his airplane was damaged by enemy fire. he ordered the crew to bail out and he died in the crash.
He was posthumously awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.
Dining hall hours are as follows:
CHENNAULT
Breakfast
0600-0830
Lunch
1100-1300
Supper
1630-1800

CHOW LINE-Everything from soup to nuts await Dowmen
at the base dining halls. Personnel of the 397th Food Service
Squadron prepare well balanced meals three times a day,
everyday, for the hungry Dowmen.

KELLY
Breakfast
0600-0830
Lunch
1100-1300
1630-1800
Supper
Although regular hours prevail for service, transient and newly arrived personnel can be accommodated a round-the-clock.
In addition, two dining facilities are maintained
m both ale1·t areas and the In-flight Kitchen is located
m the Base Ops Terminal, Bldg. S-21.

WELCOME TO DOW-lntransient crewmembers, distinguished visitors and guests that touch down on Dow's flight line are
greeted by a sign on Base Operations that reads, "Welcome To Dow Air Force Base - Home of 397th Bombardment
Wing." All flight plans are filed in the Base Operations building located in Bldg. P-121.
-8-
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UNIFORMS AND DRESS
Normally the winter uniform is worn from October through April and the summer uniform from May
th r ough September. Both uniform periods are subject
to change of climate and command discretion. The
year-round lightweight blue uniform can be worn at
the discretion of the individual. Ladies are not admitted to the base theater in shorts. This same restriction
applies at the base hospital. Tight fitting slacks and
oth er garments are also restricted attire in the hospital area. Gentlemen will not be permitted in the base
theater in T-shirts , jeans, dungarees and sweat shirts.
Both the NCO and Officers' Open Messes require that
uniformed patrons wear the Class "A" after 1900 hours
unless patronage is restricted to the "stag" areas.
When in civilian attire, sports shirts may be worn until 1900, after which the collar must be buttoned and
a coat worn.

BASE EXCHANGE SERVICE
Main Exc hange
The Main Exchange is located in Bldg. T-4 across
from the Bowling Alley. Hours of operation are from
1000 to 1715, Monday through Friday and from 1000 to
1300 on Saturday.
In addition to Snack Bars and Cafeterias, the Base
Exchange is organized to serve in many other ways.
Facilities are open to all military personnel and their
dependents. Dependents and military personnel not in
uniform will be requested to present suitable identification.

Sports Annex
A branch exchange , the Sports Annex, is located
in Bldg . T-24 on the corner of "F" and "J" streets. It
offers sporting goods and hardware items. The sports
annex is open from 1000 to 1715, Monday through Friday and 1000 to 1300 on Saturdays.
Tailor Sho p
The Tailor Shop is located in Bldg. T-23, next to
the Base Library. The hours of operation are from 1000
to 1715, Monday through Friday and 1000 to 1700 on
Saturday.
Toyla nd
Toyland is open 1 September through 31 December annually. It is located in a barracks building
across from the Main Exchange. The hours of opera tion are from 1000 to 1730, Monday through Friday and
1000 to 1300 on Saturday.
Watch Re pa ir
The Watch Repair Shop is located in Bldg. T-23 ,
next to the Base Library. The hours of operation are
from 1000 to 1730, Monday through Friday and 1000 to
1300 on Saturday.

Ba rbe r Shop
The Dow Barber Shop is located in the Main Exchange, Bldg. T-4. It is open from 0830 to 1730, Monday through Friday and 0830 to 1300 on Saturday.
Dry Cle ane rs and Laundry
.
Dry cleaning and laundry services are centralized
m one concession located in Bldg. T-23, next to the
Base Library. Hours of operation are from 0830 to
1730, Monday through Friday and 0830 to 1300 on Saturday.
Mobile Units
T wo BX mobile units make two runs daily, Monday th rough Friday on the flight line.
Service Station
Th e Service Sta tion, located across from Personn el Processing (Bldg. S-6), is complete with an accessories department and lubrication facilities. T he
B ase Service Station is an a u th orized State Vehicle
Inspection Sta tion. Vehicles m ust be inspected twice
an nu a lly in th e St ate of Maine. T he station is also
equipped to do minor vehicle maintenance. H ours of
operation are, 0730 to 1730 , Monday through Friday
and 0730 to 1300 on Saturday.
Cafeteria and Snack Bars
Th e Main Exchange Cafeteria h as a large d in ing
room and serves breakfast and lunch and h as grill
service in th e evening. It is open from 0700 to 2230,
Monday through Friday and 0830 to 2230 on Saturday.
On Sundays and holidays it is open from 0900 to 2230 .
T he Snack Bar in the Base Operations building is open
24 hou rs dai ly, seven days per week. A Snack Bar in
the Service Club is open from 0800 to 1330 and 1800 to
22 00, Monday through Friday and 1600 to 2200 on Saturday and Sunday.

-

BRANCH EXCHANGE-The Sports and Hardware Annex is
located in Bldg. T-24. Th is annex stocks all types of sporting
equipment and sports wear, plus paints, tools, etc. Boats,
motors, guns and fishing equipment can be ordered through
the annex.

LEGAL SERVIC ES
The primary respon sibility of the Office of th e
Staff Judge Advocate is to render legal opinions to the
Commander and to a dminist er th e m ilitary jus tice system, includin g trying cases for s umm ary, special and
general courts-m artial as dee m ed appropriate .
Military personnel and th eir dependents des iring
advice and assistan ce w ith person al civil legal problems may obtain such advice and assistance at th e Office of the Staff J udge Advocate in Bldg . T-124 . This
assistance is available from 1300 to 1500 on Mond ay
and 1000 to 1200 on Thursday. L egal assistance at
times other than listed a bove is by appoin tmen t only,
except in emergency situations.
Personnel des iring to present clai m s aga inst th e
government may obtain necessary for m s and in structions at the claims section at any time during nor m al
duty hours.
9-

QUIET-PLEASE-Dow's Library is very modern and offers good reading for all ages. A music room is located upstairs in
the facility. The library is located in Bldg. T-7.

FINANCE

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

The Financial Services Division is responsible for
paying all military and civilian personnel assigned to
Dow AFB, Charleston AFS and Bucks Harbor AFS. It
is the intent of this division to pay each individual all
the money he has due him at the time it is due. Any
person who feels there has been a discrepancy should
immediately bring it to the attention of his First Sergeant or Squadron Commander.
Finance is open from 0830 to 1030 and 1230 to 1630,
Monday through Friday.

Qualified and expert education specialists are
available at the Education Services Office to administer to the educational needs of military personnel and
their dependents. Educational advice for testing, on
USAF! group study or correspondence courses, ECI
correspondence courses and University of Maine onbase or on-campus evening and day courses is readily
available.
Additionally, information on AFIT , AECP, the Air
Force Academy and civilian schools and colleges is on
hand. As liaison office between Dow and local school
districts, the ESO provides assistance in assignment
of dependent children. Information on their transportation is also available.
Newly arrived personnel will find it is certainlY
valuable to make the Education Office one of their first
visits.

AUTOMOBILE INSPECTION

..

t

All automobiles are required to be inspected by
an authorized State of Maine inspection station during
the months of April and October of each year. Most
gasoline stations in the area, including the BX Service
Station, are authorized inspection stations. Auto lights,
horns, directional signals, mufflers, windshield wipers,
and brakes are the main areas checked. Autos with
valid out-of-state inspection stickers are exempt from
this law. Contact Identification and Registration for
details.

TRANSPORTATION
Traffic Management

Traffic Management was formerly known as Com·
mercial Transportation. It is located in Bldg. T-231
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Opposite the rear of the Base Theater. Incoming personnel who expect household goods or baggage may
contact this office from 0900 to 1200 and 1300 to 1600,
Monday through Friday.
Any unused portion of tickets or transportation requests should also be submitted to this section. Approximately 18 days should be allowed for shipment
of goods from coast to coast.
Base Taxi Service
If you arrive via Northeast Airlines or commercial

bus, telephone ext. 2124 for military taxi service to the
base. Taxi service is also available during your incoming processing. This same service is provided for
personnel reporting for and returning from TDY.
Commercial Bus

The Hudson Bus Line of Bangor operates a service from the downtown area to the base. Schedules can
be obtained from the company or the Base Service
Club.
The Greyhound Lines operates five daily scheduled trips to the Boston and New York area. The same
number of buses are scheduled daily from those areas
to Bangor. Another bus company operates to all points
within the state. NOTE: There is no passenger train
service to Bangor.

i ll •

A LETTER FROM HOME-Dowmen have their own personal
mail boxes which are located in the Base Post Office, across
from the Commissary. Stamps may be purchased there and
packages are mailed and received in this facility.

POST OFFICE
The Dow Post Office, a branch of the U.S. Postal
Services, is located in Bldg. T-202, across from the
Commissary.
Individual boxes may be opened 24 hours per day,
seven days per week. The Post Office sells money orders and stamps of all denominations and handles the
mailing of parcels. It is open from 0800 to 1700, Monday through Friday and 0900 to 1200 Saturday.

BASE LOCATOR
A base locator of all personnel assigned or attached to Dow is maintained in the Post Office, Bldg.
T-202, telephone ext. 2250, 0800 to 1700, Monday through
Friday. After duty hours and on week-ends and holidays the Base Locator is maintained by the 397th
Combat Support Group CQ, telephone ext. 2444. Be
sure you have a current card in this locator at all
times.

TAXI
AN YONE?-Dow's Taxi fleet may not be checkered, but
th

m·?itaryarepersonnel
always on the ball. Taxi service is available to all
and civilian workers.
1

BANKING FACILITIES
N t' For on-base banking convenience, the Merchants
10nal ~ank of Bangor maintains a branch in Bldg.
Ch·. Services include savings, checking accounts,
tr ristmas Club, money orders, cashier checks and
bravelers' checks. ·The banking hours of the Dow
a ~nch are from 0900 to 1500, Monday through Friday
n 0900 to 1200 on Saturday.

S-:

LIBRARY
Dow's Library, Bldg. T-7, located near the Main
Exchange, is a two-floor facility which is comparable
to that of a small city. Its collection includes works in
the areas of fiction, history, biography, science, industry, commerce, the arts and many more. The library also features a music room with an excellent
collection of stereo tapes and records. A newcomer
will find it very easy to check out a book here with no
waiting for a card. A book chute in the door enables
the borrower to return a book at any time. The library
is open from 1000 to 2000, Tuesday through Friday and
from 1300 to 1800 on Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
It is closed on Monday.
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CREDIT UNION
The Dow Federal Credit Union, located in Bldg.
T-22, is available to all military and civilian personnel
at Dow, Charleston AFS, and Bucks Harbor Radar
Station. The Dow Federal Credit Union operates under
a Federal Charter and is regularly examined by the
U.S. Government examiners. The office is open from
0900 to 1500, Monday through Friday.

CLOTHING SALES STORE
The Clothing Sales Store, Bldg. T-204, provides
clothing on a self-service basis for all military personnel on active duty, retired personnel and dependents
who are purchasing for their sponsor. The store hours
are, 0830 to 1630, Monday through Friday.

HOSPITAL

OPEN WIDE-The Dental Clinic is also located in the new
medical facility. Dental appointments can be made at 0730
'ln Mondays. Emergency cases are handled at all times.

Dow's new 50-bed hospital is located across from
the Service Club. The medical facilities, which include
a dental clinic, are well maintained with the most
modern equipment available. Providing medical services for both military and dependents, the hospital is
accredited by the Joint Commissions of Accreditation
of Hospitals.
Military sick-call begins at 0730 each weekday.
Appointments for dependents may be arranged by calling the Out-Patient Clinic at the hospital. Visiting
hours at the hospital are 1400 to 1600 and 1830 to 1030
daily. The hospital is staffed and equipped to handle
emergencies around the clock. In case of emergency
call ext. 2309 or 2525.

..
KC -135
-
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Control Tower
Fire Station One

Dow's religious program resembles that of any
progressive civilian community. During your processing you will be interviewed by one of our chaplains.
Our Chapel is located on "Chapel Hill." In addition,
adequate facilities exist in the Bangor community to
accommodate members of all faiths.

CATHOLIC
Masses

Masses are celebrated in the Chapel at 0700 Tuesday through Friday; 0800 on Saturday; 0830, 1200 and
1730 on Sunday. For the convenience of families attending mass, free nursery service is provided. The
first Friday Mass is celebrated at 0700 and 0900.
Baptisms

The Sacrament of Baptism is administered after
the 1200 Sunday Mass. Arrangements shouid be made
with the Parish Priest as far in advance as possible
due to the heavy baptismal schedule.

PROTESTANT
Sunday School

Classes are held at 0915 in the Capehart School.
Transportation is provided by the base, with members
of the Protestant Men of the Chapel serving as drivers. Confessions
Instructions are given to those from three years of age
Confessions are heard daily before each Mass
through adults. Sunday School teachers meet at 1930 and again from 1900 to 2030 on Saturday.
on the fourth Monday in the Chapel Annex.
Choir

Worship Services

General Protestant Worship Services are conducted at 0945 and 1045 each Sunday. Holy Communion is
served at both Services on the first Sunday. Free nursery service is provided at the base nursery.

Dow's Senior Catholic Choir distinquished itself
fer the past two years by capturing first place in
Eighth Air Force competition. In 1962 the choir was
rated the finest in the entire Strategic Air Command.
The group rehearses each Wednesday at 1900 and sing
at the High Mass on Sunday at 1200.

Choirs

Dow has a Senior and Junior Protestant Choir.
The Junior Choir rehearses at 1530 on Tuesday in the
Chapel Annex and they sing at the 1045 services, except Communion Sunday. Senior Choir rehearsals are
also held in the Chapel Annex at 1530 on Thursday.
They too sing at the 1045 services.

At the other end of the Catholic choir line is the
Junior Catholic Choir. This group also rose to SAC'S
blue ribbon class by winning top honors in 1963. Their
rehearsals are held at 0930 on Saturday at the Cape·
hart School and they sing at the 0830 Mass on the
third Sunday.

Protestant Men of the Chapel

Holy Name Society

This organization is comprised of Protestant men
who seek a greater appreciation of religious principles
and who work to foster fellowship and service to the
Chapel by serving as ushers and bus drivers and instructors for Sunday School. They meet monthly at
1200 on the third Monday, at the NCO Open Mess. A
guest speaker is invited once each quarter.

Catholic men concerned with promoting respect
for the Holy Name of Jesus form our Holy Name Society. At the 0830 Mass on the second Sunday, the
group receives Holy Communion in a body. After
Mass they meet in the NCO Open Mess for post·
communion breakfast. Holy Name members also act
as ushers at all Masses; serve as tutors and advisors
for high school students; and provide transportation
for students receiving religious instructions at John
Bapst High School.

Protestant Women of the Chapel

The aim of the PWC is to further Christian fellowship; accomplish Christian missionary endeavors; and
to provide an opportunity for Bible study. The group
assists the Bangor Cerebral Palsy Foundation by donating birthday cakes, training aids, cobblers aprons
and swimming equipment. They also assist the Foundation in their therapy program for handicapped children. Their meetings are held at 1300 on the first
Wednesday, in the Chapel Annex.
Protestant Youth of the Chapel

Approximately 100 members of this group meet at
1700 each Sunday in the Chapel Annex. In addition to
the regular religious and social activities, the group
schedules frequent outings and field trips and conducts
an annual Summer Youth Camp. There is both a
junior and a senior group. Together, they serve as
base host for vanous visiting youth groups in the
state. Boys from both groups serve as Acolytes at all
Services.

High School of Religion

Religious instructions are provided for high school
students at John Bapst High School in Bangor at 1900
on Monday.
CCD Grade School of Religion

Each Saturday from 09:30 through 1130 the CCD
Grade School of Religious Program for grade school
children is conducted in the Capehart School. Transportation for those living in Fairmount Terrace and
the newer section of Capehart housing is provided bY
the Holy Name Society.
Knights of the Altar

One of the aims of this organization is to train
grade and high school boys to better appreciate the
Holy Mass. To do this, they receive instructions at 0930
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~~~U'.IFUL

CHAPEL-Dow's Chapel is located in Bldg. S-375. The two major faiths share facilities of the brick edifice, beautiu in its simplicity.

on Saturday in the Capehart School and serve at all
Masses.

Our Lady of Fatima Sodality

v . These Catholic ladies work to foster ardent deohon to the Blessed Virgin Mary and to sanctify
~~eself, one's neighbor, and to defend the Catholic
at ~rch . They receive Holy Communion in a body
,,,. he 0830 Mass on the first Sunday . After the 0900
£ irst F ·
th
nday Mass, the group breakfast together in
he~d Chapel Annex. Their business meetings are also
d ay. in the Chapel Annex at 1930 on the second Mon-

JEWISH
I
Jewish personnel are invited to attend the Beth
srae1 S
both
Ynagogue and the Beth Abraham Synagogue,
ish located on York Streets in Bangor. Also the Jewco Co111munity Center at 28 Somerset Street. For
lllplete schedules of services contact the JCC .
-

PET CONTROL-On Page 19 you will read about th e pe t
control problem . This Dowman and his pet Raccoon seem to
be in complete control.
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COMMISSARY
Dew's recently renovated commissary, located in
Bldg. T-104, offers just about every product offered
in the modern supermarket . The hours of operations
are 1000 to 1800 Tuesday through Friday and 0900 to
1400 Saturday . The commissary is closed Sunday, Monday and all Holidays.

NURSERY
The nursery is located in Bldg. T-324, directly
across from the Officers' Open Mess. Care is provided
on an hourly, daily, weekly and monthly basis. The
nursery operates from 0700 to 2400 Monday through
Thursday, 0700 to 0200 Friday, 0900 to 0200 Saturday
and 0815 to 2400 Sunday. Free nursery service to
parents attending chapel service and mothers attending Airmen Wives' Club, NCO Wives' Club, and Officers' Wives Club meetings. Information on rates
may be obtained by calling the nursery.

THRIFT SHOP
The Thrift Shop is located in Bldg. T-201, across
from the Main Exchange Cafeteria. It is open from
lCOO to 1400, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The
shop is available to all who wish to sell or buy articles.

MARS ST ATION
The Military Affiliated Radio Station is located
in Bldg. T-440, directly across the street from the
Little League ball diamond . The call letters for the
station are KlFCT, with operating hours of 0800 to
2200 Monday and 0800 to 1700 Tuesday through Friday.
Meetings are held the first Friday of each month at
1900 hours. Marsgrams may be sent from this facility
free of charge.

RE-ENLISTMENT
The Dow Career Motivation Office, located in
Bldg. S-6 (personnel) is responsible for reenlisting or
extending first term airmen under the Selective Reenlistment Program. It also handles Selective Reenlistment for airmen with over 10 years service and
junior officer retention. If you have any questions on
officer/airmen retention feel free to visit the office
at any time.

FAMILY SERVICES
The Family Services Center at Dow provides a
multitude of services to airmen and their dependent>·
The center sponsor, a periodic Orientation and Training Course for all Air Force dependents. This course
outlines the SAC mission, survivors benefits, Medicare.
community resources, overseas travel, Personal . Af·
fairs programs and base facilities. All wives are encouraged to attend this course at least once everY
three years.
A listing of off-base rentals, both temporary and
permanent, is maintained by the Housing Commi ttee
in the center. Also, listings of houses for sale, trainers
for rent and local hotels and motels are available.
The center maintains loan goods for incoming
personnel and their families to tide them over until
the arrival of their household goods . Household need 5
including pots, pans, silverware, coffee percolators.
skillets, and other items are presently available . A
popular section of the center is the library of inforrna·
tion maintained on other bases, both in the United
States and overseas. The Family Services Center iS
located in Bldg . T-16.

AIR FORCE AID SOCIETY

PERSONAL AFFAIRS

The Air Force Aid Society offers financial aid
during emergencies to needy Air Force personn 'l and
their dependents. The organization is primarily designed to supplement the emergency assistance of the
American Red Cross and other welfare agencies.
Receiving its funds through the annual membership drive, the Society also offers aid financially for
education to dependent children through loans and
grants of the General Henry H. Arnold Educational
Fund. The r'amily Services Officer . located in Bldg.
T-16. is the local custodian .

,Lc,catcd in Bldg . T-16, the Personal Affairs OfficC
is ready to assist you with many of your personal
problems. You can receive advice and assistance on
survivors benefits, retirement benefits and privileges·
retired service man's family protection plan, government insurance. passports and visas, voting and
state bonuses. Office hours arc from 0800 to 1700 Moll'
day through Friday.
The section also renders casualty assistance ta
next-of-kin and forwards casualty reports in all cases
involving military personnel.

-
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RED CROSS
.
Th e American Red Cross. located in Bldg. T-35,
is open during normal duty hours. It furnishes a broad
progr a m of assistance in welfare matters to the base
Personnel. Communications between servicemen and
th eir fa mili es, counselling, and emergency financial
ass istance are part of the well-rounded program. After
norm al du ty hours, phone . the Staff Duty Officer. A
full staff of profess10nal and volunteer Red Cross
worker s a r e located at the base Hospital, and provide
the tradit ional Red Cross services for the patient .

Bangor boasts three radio stations - WLBZ (620 on
ycur dial) - WABI AM and FM (910 and 9711 meg.
respectively on your dial) - WGUY (1250 on your
dial) .
Television

Dow is not authorized a television station under
the provisions of Armed Forces Radio and TV Service.
There are, however, two commercial television stations and one educational station in the vicinity. The
commercial stations are WABI-TV (Channel 5) and
WLBZ-TV (Channel 2). The educational station is
WMEB-TV (Channel 12).
Ne wspaper

PET CONTROL
.

Control of pets is a continuing problem, especially
the Capehart Housing Area, and the following control m easures are in effect at Dow:
.
The Base Police Officer is responsible for impound~n g Pets not Controlled by their owners. Pets will be
teashed or safely confined to the house or yard at all
t~m es and stray or unregistered pets will be taken to
e Bangor City Dog Pound. Such pets will be kept a
1mum of 72 hours and if not claimed, they will be
~s t rayed. The owners will be responsible for all
arges incurred. Complaints against pets running
oose m ay be made to the Base Police.

in

;in
f

NEWS MEDIA
Radio

S

Dow is not authorized as an Armed Forces Radio
ervice outlet, however, all Bangor radio station - use
new~ of Dow regularly along with a fine selection of
mu sic and regular news and sports shows. The city of

Dow has a base newspaper, the Dow'neaster,
which is published each Friday. The Bangor Publishing Company publishes a daily newspaper Monday
through Friday, with a weekend edition on Saturday.
The Bangor Daily News, boasts of a circulation of 75,000.

SCHOOLS
Although there is no dependent school on-base,
there is a school of sub-primary age children through
grade six in Capehart. Dependents may attend one of
12 public or three parochial schools located throughout
the city of Bangor. Enrollment begins at the subprimary age since schooling at this age is mandatory
in the State of Maine. At present one Junior High
School (grades 7 & 8) and one elementary school (subprimary to grade six) are under construction on Union
Street, adjacent to the new Capehart housing area.
Complete assistance on placing your child in a school
while at Dow can be obtained at the Education Office,
Bldg . T-219, located across from the base theater parking lot.

CA PEHA
Sch
RT SCHOOL- Sub -pr im ary ag e d e pe nd e nt ch ildre n thro ugh grad e si x, may atte nd school at th e mod e rn Cape hart
throool locate d in th e Cape hart Hou sing ar e a . De pe nd e nts may atte nd o ne of 12 publ ic or three paroch ial schools locate d
ughout th e city of Bangor.
-
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ABOVE LEFT: The late President, John F. Kennedy, chats with
Lt. Gen. Joseph J. Nazzaro during a visit on Dow's flight
line. With them are Senators Margaret Chase Smith and
Edmund S. Muskie. ABOVE: Former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower and base officials exchange ideas under the tail
of the Columbine. LEFT: General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, Commander of SHAPE on a stop-over at Dow. BELOW LEFT:
Actress Patricia Barry gives a Dow airman pointers on the
fine art of shooting pool. BELOW: Television star Spring Byington visits Dow enroute to a summer theater engagement.

l!Jledtealion
THEATER
The Theater, located across from the Bowling Alley, offers the la test in movies. The 513-sea t theater
offers two performances nightly at 1815 and 2015. On
Saturday and Sunday a matinee at 1400 hours is offered, us ually featuring a program for young people.
Ch ildren under the age of six must be accompanied by
an adult at all times.

RECREATION
For bowling enthusiasts , Dow has eight automatic
pin-setting lanes located in Bldg. T-216 (across from
the Main Exchange). The line fee is 30 cents while
shoes can be rented for 10 cents. A snack bar is located within the bowling facility. Most base organizations have teams which participate in the intramural
bowling program. In addition, there is a bowling facility with automatic pinsetters in downtown Bangor.

SWIMMING

MOVIETIME- The latest movies and recaps of the news are
shown a t th e base theater (Bldg. P-260) every night. Matinees a re shown on Saturday and Sunday afternoons. Commander's Ca lls are also held in the modern structure.

No swimming facilities are available on-base, however, the cities of Bangor and Brewer have municipal
pools open in the summer months and there is an indoor pool in the Bangor YMCA. Swimming is also
available at Dow's recreational site, Dow Pines.

RECREATION SUPPLY
Recreation Supply, located in Bldg. T -220 is open
from 0800 to 1700 on Monday and from 1200 to 1700,
Tuesday through Friday. It is closed on Saturday,
Su nday and holidays. Among the many items available
for use by base personnel are golf clubs, fishing rods
and reels, water skis, tents, sleeping bags, air mattresses, stoves, coolers, cots, lanterns, life jackets, ice
skates and snow skis, boots and poles.

HOBBY SHO.PS
Automobile
For the "shade tree" mechanic Dow has provided
a well-equipped shop for maintenance and repairs o:i
most models. Temporari ly located in Bldg. T-246, the
shop is open from 1300 to 2100, Tuesday through Friday
and 1000 to 1800 on Saturday. The shop is closed Sunday and Monday.

ST----RIKE-Dow's eight automatic pinsetting bowling lanes
are located in Bldg . T-216. Many Dowites bowl in organized
base leagues, as well as leagues within the Bangor commun ity.

Arts and Crafts
Located within the Base Service Club, Bldg . S-362,
is the arts work shop which feature information and
equipment for working with ceramics, photography
and leather goods. Periodic courses arc conducted for
novices.
Electronics
B ldg. S-405, near the Northeast Airlines Termina l,
is comp letely equipped with modern electronic repair
and test equipment. Technical orders on television
sets, radios and record players arc available. Tubes,
parts and other supplies can be purchased through this
shop at a 15 per cent discount.
Wood
Also located in Bldg. S-405 1s th Wood Hobby Shop
which is equipped with hand and power woodworking
tools for a ny repair or wood construction project. Th is
shop does not have wood for sale.

THANKS BEN-Thanks to Benjamin Franklin and many hard
working Dowmen, this base has a well-equipped Electronic
Hobby Shop, located in Bldg. S-405.
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ATHLETICS
Dow's athletic program is highlighted by a vigorous intramural program. The base gym is the focal
point of the program where recreational specialist_s . organize , coordinate and monitor the following act1v1ties:
BASKETBALL- In addition to the base team, the
Falcons. each squadron, and Charleston AFS , participate in this winter sport. All games are played in the
gym and the player placement rule s . are flexible
enough to allow incoming cager s to part1c1pate m the
program.
Tournament play round s out the season m mid. d 1v1
" "d ua l an d t ea m trophie s are
spring, at which time rn

and fraternal organization s . Most of Dow's keglers
compete in city league s . Although candlepin bowling is
not availabe at Dow, there are ample facilities in the
immediate area.
GOLF- The base does not have a golf course.
However, the Recreation Services Office provides daily
tickets at a reduced price which will be honored at one
of the finest courses in the area. At present there are
five golf courses within a 20-mile area , with the sixth
being constructed in the city of Bangor.

awarded.

SKI CLUB-A newly formed ski club is the chief
sponsor for this popular Maine sport. Ski equipment is
available at Recreation Supply . Some of the best
known ski resorts are located in thi s area.

SOFTBALL- Beginning in late spring, intramural
softball is as widely supported as is basketball. Our
base team actively competes with city and state softballers for regional honors .

SCUBA DIVING- Using the heated pool at the
Bangor YMCA, our Scuba Club is able to practice yearround. Classes are conducted at 1530 each Friday at
the YMCA.

JUDO- Dow's Judo team is rated one of the Air
Force's finest. At least one Black Belt holder has bee_n
assigned to the team since its inception. The team is
one of the most popular competitive groups m the
state appearing frequently on televi sion, at state fairs ,
and ~t numerous community functions.
BOWLING- Another intramural sport that is participated in by squadrons , wives' clubs, youth groups

WHAT DID HE MISS?-Practically anything you need, sportswise, can be checked out from recreation supply, located in
Bldg . T-220.

TENNIS- Dow ha s four new concrete tennis courts
located acro ss from the Base Service Club. Racquets
may be checked out from Recreation Supply (Bldg.
T-220).
GYMNASIUM- Located in the gym is a newlyequipped weight room, steam room , and volleyball
courts. Hours of operation are as follows: 0900 to 2200,
Monday through Friday; 0900 to 1600, Saturday; 1300 to
1630, Sunday.

SPIKE !Tl-Organized volleyball leagues are formed at DoW
during the winter months in the base gym, Bldg. P-370.
Basketball is also played in the gym during the winter and
early spring.
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Scouting Programs

YOUTH ACTIVITY

Junior Athletic Programs

There are athletic programs for both boys and
girls. Each Saturday from 0900 to 1200 the Junior Boys
League is conducted in the base gym where basketball, volleyball and junior judo is conducted. From 1100
to 1300 the Junior Girls League engage s in basketball,
volleyball and softball.

Junior Judo players meet in the base gym from 0900 to 1200
on Saturdays.

All scouting programs are active at Dow. The Explorer Post is one of the most active in the state. Troop
#5 - the Boy Scout unit - consists of s even patrols.
Information on how to join can be received from the
Kathadin Area Council in Bangor. Dow's Girl Scouts
participate in 12 troops under the guidance of the Abnaki Girl Scout Council in Bangor . Dependent girls
from ages 7 through 17 can join this troop. Meetings
are conducted in the Youth Center, Bldg . T-418. Information on the joining process can be obtained by telephone from the Abnaki Council in Bangor .

The candle lighting ceremony is just a part of the many Boy
Scout activities offered at Dow.

YER-R-R-OUT-Springtime starts softball time at Dow. Games are played practically every night of the week and afternoon
games are played on Saturdays and Sundays. For more information on the softball program contact Recreation Services.
-23-
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Little League baseball starts at Dow in the springtime and
continues through the summer.

Some of the kids create their own fun by fishing in a Capehart storm drain.

Teen Club

Director, the members engage m the following activities:

DE

Youth Bowling

nc

A bowling league sanctioned by the American Junior Bowling Congress attracts almost all club members . High school bowlers compete each Friday at 1530,
while Junior league bowling is conducted on Saturday
from 0900 to 1200.

ec

The site of most youth activity is Bldg. T-418. In
this newly renovated building military dependents
from the 9th grade through 19 years of age form the
Dow Teen Club.
Sharing this program is the Junior Teen Club
which is composed of dependents from the 7th and 8th
grades. Under the supervision of a qualified Youth

d
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NICE PLACE TO GO-Dow Pines, located some 40 miles northeast of Dow, is a beautiful and relaxing place to go in the
summer. The property was purchased through the efforts of the Bangor-Brewer businessmen.

i-

Through the efforts of Bangor and Brewer business men , money was raised and property was purchased in the vicinity of Great Pond some 40 miles
northeast of Dow. There are beautiful, newly-constructed cabins completely furnished with kitchen uten sils,
complete bedding and all the "comforts of home" in
the Maine woods. The cabins will accommodate eight
persons and are available at a more than reasonable
rent through the Recreation Services Officer. They are
rented on a first come basis.

Hunting and fishing is considered good in the Dow
Pines area. There are boats with and without motor;:;
available at a minimum charge to cover the cost of
fuel. Water skis are also available. Also, for the aid
of newcomers to the Maine woods, a registered Maine
Guide is the caretaker at the Pines and has a thorough
knowledge of the area.
This 375-acre wilderness was donated to Dow personnel in 1956 by the civilian community. Facilities include a swimming beach, picnic area and pavilion as
well as cabin s.

INSIDE -Inside
·
·
·
·
fBEAUTIFUL
d
the cabins
at Dow Pines
you will
~-n h the "comforts of home ." The cabins are furnished with
'.tch en utensils and complete bedding and will accommodate
eig t persons.

GOOD FISHIN'-Hunting and fishing is considered good in
the Dow Pines area. Boats, with and without motors, are
available at a minimum charge . Sporting equipment can be
checked out through recreation supply.
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entertainment each monll1 with a "big name" band
on week-ends. Monthly activities and dress requirements arc included on the NCO Club card.

SERVICE CLUB
Just a short walk from the airmen's dormitories
is the Service Club. It is in Bldg. P-362. across from
the Base Hospita I. Dow's service club is one of the
most modern in Eighth Air Force. It offers many activities for off-duty enjoyment including: ping pong,
pool, photography and ceramics, plus many special
classes in crafts and dancing. A popular area in the
Service Club is the television lounge. The hours of operation are, 1000 to 2300, Monday and Wednesday
through Saturday; 1300 to 2300 on Tuesday; 0900 to
2300, Sunday. A snack bar in the Service Club is open
from 0800 to 1230 and 1800 to 2200, Monday through Friday and 1600 to 2200 on Saturday and Sunday.

OFFICERS' OPEN MESS
Here in a modern setting is a large dining room
which is open everyday; a bar with lounge type chairs
and tables; a large ball room and a TV and game
room for members enjoyment.
The dining room offers breakfast and lunch in
cafeteria style daily. At night, waitresses provide a
comfortable restaurant atmosphere. Coffee is available
at any time the club is open.
.
Th_e club frequently caters to organizational meetmgs, wives groups, bridge parties, cocktail parties and
banquets.
. Dress. requirements vary. Duty uniform is permissible anytime during duty hours. Coat and tie or Class
"A" uniform is required after 1900 hours.
Top name bands are featured on Friday and Satu_rday evenings. Membership is available to all ofllcers assigned or attached to the base .

ROD AND GUN CLUB
The Dow Rod and Gun Club located in Bldg. T415, holds meetings every first ;nd third Wednesday
of the month at 1930 hours. The club pursues a vigor~us program of activities including hunting, fishing,
~keet shootmg , ammunition loading, fly tying and
1 e~ta.l of weapons. The Club Store, located in the same
bu1ldmg, has sporting items for sale at club rates and
is open from 1900 to 2100 every Tuesday .

SKI CLUB
. The Dow Ski Club meets every Wednesday evening. In t~e Service Club at 1930 hours. The club has
qualified mstructors and equipment is available from
Recrea
t1on Supply · It t a k es many field
·
·
.
tnps
and receives reduced rates from many of the local ski resorts
and, although primarily a winter activity, the club is
plannmg to expand its program to a year round schedule.

PLAYS THE BEST-Radio station WDOW, located in the base
service club, offers the best of music on weekends and during the week. Volunteer disc-jockeys run the station like professionals.

NCO OPEN MESS
The Non-commissioned Officers' Club is located
in Bldg. P-364. Club facilities include a lounge, stag
bar, dining room and ball room. The Club also has a
patio which is open during the summer month!:i. A pool
table and shuffleboard is located in the stag bar for
members enjoyment.
The Dow NCO Club was chosen the best in 8AF
for 1962. The Club caters to small and large private
parties either on or off the premises. It serves breakfast, lunch (specials available) and dinner seven days
a week in its tastefully decor a tcd dining room. Breakf ast is served anytime during club hours. Membership
is open to all NCO's assigned or attached to the base.

BEATS WAL KIN_G-For the skier, Maine has everyth"1ng. Mod.
h II d
ern _up: 1
evices, all classes of slopes, trails and jumps.
Chair l1f.ts, T-. bars, Poma lifts and tows are located ·1n most
Airmen First Class arc eligible for associate memberk1
ships. Dues arc $1.00 per month and the club has tOf) ehvery s region of the state. Dow has an organized Ski Club
t at welcomes everyone to join.
-26-
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NCO ACADEMY GRADUATES ASSOCIATION
Dow's chapter of the NCOAGA was organized to
further the training received at NCO Academies by
formulating solutions to problem areas; developing the
spirit of comradeship and unity of purpose; developing
higher standards of discipline and military bearing;
assisting the commanders in matters pertaining to
management; morale and retention; and sponsoring
other selected activities for the betterment of the Air
Force 1 SAC, and Dow AFB.
Active membership is extended to Technical Sergeants and above who have graduated from an accredited NCO Academy of the USAF. Honorary membership is extended to any military person at the discretion of the association. Regular meetings are conducted on the first Wednesday of each month at the
NCO Open Mess.
The Dow chapter assists in preparing airmen for
NCO positions by offering counsel and an academic
scholarship to the Dowman who becomes the outstanding graduate of the NCO Preparatory School. The
chapter also sponsors and instructs the base Drill
Team.

At 1315 on the first Thursday, a business meeting
is held in the NCO Open Mess. On the second Thursday, the club has a social gathering at the Open Mess.
Games are played on the third Thursday at 1315.
The NCOWC has established a scholarship for deserving military dependents. They also sponsor classes
on floral arrangement, home decorating, arts and
crafts and ceramics.

HAVING FUN-Dow's NCO Wives' Club enjoy many activities including dancing at the NCO Open Mess.

WOMEN'S CLUBS
Airmen's Wives Club

The purpose of the AWC is to bring together the
"'.'ives of airmen at Dow, in order to promote friendliness and good fellowship; to assist in worthwhile proJects for Dow and the community; and to train members in giving volunteer service.
AWC meetings are held at 1!130 on the first Thursday in the base service club. They sponsor various social gatherings, the biggest of which is the Semi-annual
Ball.

s
n

Officers' Wives' Club

Approximately 370 ladies form this club which
strives to provide social activities for its members;
advance the interest of any cause - social, cultural,
charitable or educational - adopted by the club.
Among the many activities in which the club engages is the OWC Scholarship Fund which provides an
annual education award. Periodically courses are conducted in oil painting, cake decorating, interior and
upholstery decoration. Also, instructions in golf, bowling and skiing. Business meetings are held at 1230 on
the second Tuesday at the Officers' Open Mess. At 0930
on the fourth Tuesday, the OWC has its regular Hospitality Coffee, at which newcomers are greeted.
Bridge and Mah Jong are also played every Tuesday
except when a luncheon is scheduled.

Toastmistress Club

DONATIONS-Members of the Airmen's Wives Club donate
altar linen to a Dow chaplain. The Airmen's Wives meet
monthly at the service club.
NCO Wives' Club

One of our most active clubs is the NCO Wive-:.'
Club. Their stated purpose is to unite in friendship and
fellowship to provide social diversion and recreational
activities, and to sponsor or assist on any project at
Dow that is intended to promote the general welfare of
military personnel and dep •ndents.

A Toastmistress Club was recently organized at
Dow, offering ladies training to achieve greater freedom of expression and skill in dealing with affairs at
home, on the job, and as citizens in the community.
Instructions begin with simple situations and advance
to voice, speech organization and delivery.
Meetings are held at 1330 on the first and thirrl
Monday in the Base Service Club.

Overseas Women's Club
In 1957 a group of Dow wives who were born out-

side the North American continent formed the Overseas Women's Club. Today members from 14 countries
actively engage in social and charity pursuits. Their
meetings arc held at 1930 on the third Wednesday of
the month at the Bangor YWCA.
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TransAtlantic Brides

Open to all British wives of American, Canadian
and ex-servicemen, Bangor's branch of the TBPA is
part of a nationwide organization and the fourth
branch in Maine. The club offers planned trips across
the Atlantic at greatly reduced rates, which enables
many British wives to return home for family reunions.
The flight program also works in reverse, by allcwing British families to visit here. Meetings are held
at 1930 on the first Wednesday at the Hammond Street
Congregational Church, Bangor.

FAMILY SERVICES VOLUNTEER-Many Dow wives volunteer
their time to help out in the Family Services program.
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Although, today, the bomber still dominates the
inventory, SAC has become a truly "mixed" force of
manned and unmanned weapon systems with all three
missile systems - Atlas, Titan and Minutemen - now
on o~erational sites. During the past months, an in~reasmg number of new operational sites have been
urned over to the command.
( nowThe·thAtlas, . first ICBM guardian of this nation
.
WI
the improved "E" and '·F" series operational) is still playing a major deterrent role. More recently, however, the Titan I silo-stored missile, has becfome operational. In the near future SAC's missile
orce will be
.
.
fir d
. . augmented by the Titan II two-stage, siloe I missile, and the solid-fuel silo-fired Minuteman.
his f~r the eve_n t of war, Gener.al Power would direct
-flung force from the underground command
pos t t SA
qu
C headquarters at Offutt. Should the headsu::d e~s be destroyed, continuity of command is asc· 11
Y use of the Airborne Command Post - a spe/a Y-equipped KC-135 jet tanker with a general of1cer aboard Th A' b
all SAC b ·
e i r ~rne Command Post is linked to
rad·
_omber and m1ss1le bases by single side-band
10
which enables the commander in chief to communicate with SAC crews in flight around the world.

t

The Strategic Air Command, with its arsenal of
manned aircraft and a rapidly increasing inventory of

-- --

~ - ~-.
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ICBMs, is the United States Air Force's long-range
nuclear strike force.
General Thomas S. Power is commander in chief
of SAC. The chain of command proceeds from the
President to the Secretary of Defense, acting as his
agent, through the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the SAC
commander.
The command consists of a world-wide network of
approximately 80 bases, over 280,000 personnel, 2,600
tactical aircraft, and ICBM force and over 23 billion
dollars assets. The Strategic Air Command has four
numbered air forces under the headquarters at Offutt
AFB, Omaha, Neb. - the Second Air Force at Barksdale AFB, La.; the Eighth Air Force at Westover AFB,
Mass.; the Fifteenth Air Force at March AFB, Calif.;
and the Sixteenth Air Force at Torrejon AB, Spain and three air divisions: the 7th AD in the United Kingdom, the 3d AD, Guam, the 1st Strategic Aerospace Division at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.
SAC's primary mission is to prevent nuclear war
by the ability to deliver nuclear striking power on demand. By maintaining a bomber and missile aerospace force of unquestioned strength SAC provides a
"strategic umbrella" for the free world. Should its
primary mission fail, SAC is prepared to survive a
massive surpri se attack and destroy the enemy' s capability to wage further war .
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DOWMEN
WORK HARD

· · AND THEY PLAY HARD
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F-89 Scorpion of the Maine Air National Guard.

Headquarters 6th Air Division

TENANT UNITS
Headquarters 6th Air Division
American Red Cross
Detachment 2, Eastern Air Rescue Center
Corps of Engineers (U. S. Army)
Field Training Detachment 216A
Field Training Detachment 216C
'That others may Live' Det. 2 EARC

Office of Special Investigation
Resident Auditors Office
Weather Detachment l, 8th Weather Squadron
75th Fighter Interceptor Squadron
Maine Air National Guard
2191 st Communications Squadron
Det. l Weather Tower

Adjacent to Dow is Bangor, the ''Queen City" and
the third largest city in the State of Maine. Bangor is
located at the junction of the Kenduskeag Stream and
the Penobscot River in East Central Maine.
Just sixty miles from the Atlantic Ocean, the city
of Bangor with its population of over 38,000, is primarily a commercial center with numerous diversified industries including such products as pulp, wood, wood
products, wood tools, machinery, snowplows, building
materials, metal products, clothing, sports equipment
and furs .
The people of Bangor are proud of the fact that
their city is served by an airline and an interstate and
local bus system. It is said that Bangor is "Where' all
Maine roads meet.''
Bangor is the hub of U. S. Highways 1 and 2 and
state highways 15, 100, 222, and U. S. Interstate 95.
Bangor is typical of New England with its stately
residences on wide and well-shaded streets. The business district of the city is situated on Main, Hammond,
Exchange, Central and Franklin Streets and Pickering
Square.

A city is sometimes judged by its spiritual understandings and belief - Bangor has 35 churches representing nearly all denominations.
Parks, both large and small, are located in nearly
all sections of the city. Cascades Park, on outer State
Street, with its vari-colored falls and fountains is a
sight to behold every summer night. Other large parks
are located on Royal Road and Ohio Street. Memorial
parks include: Norumbega Mall in downtown Bangor,
a memorial to the war dead; Davenport Park, where
the original shield of the Battleship Maine is enshrined; a mall opposite Norumbega Mall, just off Central
Street, has on its beautiful grounds a statue of Statesman Hannibal Hamlin, First Vice President under
Abe Lincoln, and cannons taken from the bottom of
Maine waters.
Two bridges across the Penobscot River lead to
the City of Brewer. The old bridge, as it is called, runs
from Bangor's Washington Street, just east of the railroad depot, to the northern edge of the business district of Brewer. The new toll bridge ·1eads directly into
the heart of Brewer's business section from Union
Street in Bangor. The price to cross the bridge is ten
cents per crossing, or if you like, you can purchase a
quantity of crossing tickets at a reduced rate.

Aerial view of Bangor, the Queen City.
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1614-Captain John Smith, of Pocahontas fame, explored the Penobscot Bay region.
1626-Myles Standish, John Alden and others from Plymouth , made occasional visits to the Penobscot
River region in the "Good Hop e" for trade in
furs with the Indian s.
1779-Castine was taken possession of by the British
and a large Fort was started. Massachusetts
sent a fleet of 23 war and transport vessels under Commodore Saltonstall, with about 1,000 men
under Gen. Lovell, to dispossess the British. Gen.
Wad sworth (poet Longfellow's grandfather) was
second in command and Lt. Col. Paul Revere in
charge of artillery . The American fleet was dispersed by four British ships, and without firing
a shot the American ship s were destroyed by
their own crews. About 20 vessels escaped up
the Penobscot, ten of which reached Bangor and
were blown up near the mouth of the Kendu skeag
Stream. This was called the "Peno bscot Expedition," and being so unfortunate , is not noted in
the hi story books.
1804-Daniel Webster, as a young man, came to Bangor to practice Jaw. After a short time he changed
his plans and returned to New Hamp shire.
1835- " Veazie Railroad ," the first railroad in Maine
and the second railroad in the United States, ran
between Bangor and Old Town. Also, Dani el
Webster was a visitor here , and made hi s famous "Ba ngor Speech" from the portico of the
Bangor House, and told of his visit of thirty
years before.
1842-The Northeastern Boundary Dispute involving
Maine and New Brunswick line was settled amicably by the Webster-Ashburton Treaty in 1842 ,
following the so-called Bloodless Aroostook War
in 1839 , when American soldiers marched from
Bangor to Aroostook County. General Winfi eld
Scott came to Bangor and on his staff was Robert E . Lee.
1870-90-Bangor was recognized everywhere as the
largest lumber port in the world. More than 125 ,000,000 feet a year shipped to foreign countri es
from the port of Bangor . The harbor of Bangor
daily filled with foreign ships.
1871-President U. S. Grant visited Bangor to open the
"E uropean and North American Railway" between Bangor, Me., and St. John, N.B.
1911- Bangor's big fire was on April 30, 1911. More
than 50 acres of business and residential sections burned.
1$22-Ba ngor erected a monument in Davenport Park
as a memorial lo the sailors of the SpanishAmerican War. Enshrined is the original shield
of the Battleship Maine, which was blown up in
Havana Harbor in 1898.
1937- 0ctober 12 , 1937 "The Brady Gang" of desperate
robbers and murderers ("Public Enemies No.
1") while in Bangor to buy weapons, were being
hunted by the F.B.I. The leader, Al Brady, and
one of his associates, Clarence Shaffer, were
killed in a gun battle on Central Street. Others
captured alive were sent to Indiana. tried and
electrocuted.

CLIFFS-Exciting Otter Cliffs are located in Acadia National
Park. The park also offers picnicking, camping, bathing,
hiking, boating, museums and nature quide service.

CAVES, TOO-Few examples of the sea's destructive power
along Acadia's shores are more dramatic than Anemone
Cave. The cave is located in Acadia National Park on Mount
Desert Island .

I
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BLUENOSE FERRY- For sightseeing at its best, ride the Bluenose Ferry . It makes three trips a week from Bar Harbor,
Maine to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia . For more information on
the Ferry ride , contact the Ferry Terminal at Bar Harbor.
Bluenose is owned and operated by the Canadian National
Railway Co.
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SCENIC HARBOR-This typical harbor scene was captured on film at Corea, Maine.

BAR HARBOR AREA
This famed seaside resort, located on Mt. Desert
Island, just 50 miles from Bangor, has everything to
make your vacation here the most memorable of all.
The town itself hugs the shore of historic Frenchman's
Bay, and nestles at the foot of beautiful Cadillac Mountain . The area still retains the rugged beauty of sea
and forest and mountain that greeted the eyes of
Champlain when he first entered Frenchman's Bay in

Lake St. George State Park: 360 acres; near Lib·
erty'. Waldo County; picnicking, bathing, camping and
boating.
Lamoine State Park: 55 acres; near Ellsworth,
f!ancock County; camping, picnicking, boating and
f1shmg.
'
Mount Blue State Park: 4,921 acres; near Weld
Franklin County; picnicking, camping, bathing and
h1kmg .

Reid State Park: 752 acres; Georgetown from
Route 127; seashore park with salt water lagoon. picBar Harbor is almost wholly surrounded by the
mckmg, bathing. Bath houses available.
'
mountains and the forests of Acadia National Park.
Eighteen mountains literally rise out of the sea, and,
Sebago Lake State Park: 1,296 acres; near Naples
County; picnicking , bathi'ng , camping
· '
in the cool green valleys between, there are twenty- Cumberland
.
and b oa t mg.
·
six lakes and ponds. The ocean front scenery typifies
the traditional rock-bound coast of Maine, and the
Fort Edgecomb: At North Edgecomb Lincoln
County;. three acres; octagonal blockhous~. picnic
shore line is broken into numerous bays and harbors
'
by the many bold and rugged headlands projecting shore dmner facilities.
into the sea.
Fort McClary: At Kittery Point, York County· 27
The facilities of Acadia National Park are avail- acres; hexagonal stone and wooden fort· picnick'
and bathing.
'
mg
able to the public without charge. The park provides
free camping sites in beautiful wooded areas; many
Fo~t Popham:. At Popham Beach, Sagadahoc
County, 7 acres; C1v1l War fortification ; picnicking.
miles of well-kept foot paths wind their way through
Fort W1ll1am Henry: Pemaquid Beach L'
l
the pine forests and along the shores of both lake and
C
·
.
,
111CO 11
oun t Y,· f ort and h1stoncal
relics.
ocean. Mountain trails, well-marked and designed for
safety, offer ideal conditions for climbing enthusiasts .
GOOD EATING
Rangers of the National Park Service conduct a schedule of guided nature-study trips to all points within the .
One of the prime delights of a Maine vacation
park, and weekly camp fire evenings are' a feature of is the enJoyment of Maine home-cooked foods prethe summer season.
pared by men and women who have made it their
busmess. for years to provide good eating.
Until you have enjoyed the thrill of a real "Down
East" meal, whether it be on the seafood or mainland
PARKS AND MEMORIALS
side, you hav.e been missing one of the joys of living
Aroostook County State Park: 430 acres; near known to Mame vacationists for many years.
Presque Isle, Aroostook County: winter sports, picnickWhether it be the regal lobster, prepared in any
ing, hiking, bathing and camping.
one of a score of delectable ways, or the other proBaxter State Park: 193,254 acres; approaches, d~cts of the coastal fisheries, such as clams, sardines,
Greenville and Ripogenus Dam, Piscataquis County; crab meat, dehc10us fish species or chowders
.
Millinocket or Shin Pond, Pen es scot County; mountain whether it be the inland dishes of fresh meats 'saol~
climbing and restricted camping; sporting camps.
~on, trout, or the other inland fish surround~d by
Bradbury Mountain State Park: 173 acres; near Cl!Sp. and flavorful Mame vegetables, hot biscuits and
Pownal, Cumberland County; picnicking, camping, other tasty acccssones, your Maine ho<·t can l
· . d b
"
p ace a
hiking and camping.
sp1 ea
cfore you that even few kings can toda
·
Camden Hills State Park: 4,962 acres; near CamThe world's best food, genial hospitalityy e~oy.
den, Knox County; picnicking, camping, hiking and of the N t' '
'
me
J f a1_10n sf most outstanding scen ic wonders
skiing.
ampdc. ac1 1t1es or every type of vacation _ smali
Fort Knox State Park: In Prospect, Waldo County; won ct so many thousands retur 11 t M ·
o
arnc year
aftcl. year.
124 acres; granite fort; picnicking.
1604.

-
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A summer in Maine might find you swimming,
water skiing, picnicking, hiking, fishing and in general
relaxing in that special downeast invigorating and
refreshing air.
Small boating in Maine is just plain fun. Service
facilities such as marinas, public docks and other
launching sites where you can get your craft waterborne, are commonly available along the coast and
on many of Maine's larger lakes.
For your added pleasure as you sample Maine's
small boating attractions, the state maintains many
camp sites and lunch grounds. These are conveniently
located along through highways and popular waterways.
Wherever you go in Maine, you'll find everchanging scenic beauty. The people, however, are
the same-hospitable, friendly and anxious to help
you enjoy your boating to the fullest.
Maine waters are ideally suited for all water
sports, water skiing in particular. Maine's clean
waters add zest to the swimming involved.

The only thing that beats the excitement of planning a canoe trip in Maine is the actual moment when
you start your motor or begin to paddle the peaceful
waters or race down rushing, white-water rivers. In
Maine there are limitless canoeing possibilities.
Exporing Maine's jagged coastline is a neverto-be-forgotten cruising experience, and with 128 navigble ports.
Highlighting Bluehill and Frenchman's Bay, two
of the most popular cruising grounds, is Acadia National Park, famous for its beautiful seashore,
mountains, lakes and forest. For unspoiled charm and
rare scenic beauty, the Washington County coast has
no peer, with its unique Quoddy tidal area and the
famed off-shore islands between Canada and Maine.
If fishing is part of your boating fun, then you
will be happily surprised at the variety and profusion
of Maine's fresh water game fish. (See Fishing in
Maine)

Each year a greater number of people are discovering the opportunities for relaxation and enjoyfrnent in the winter season . Whether this takes the
0 rrn of skiing and winter sports or simply a restful
stay t
1 an d 1o d ges
th
a one of the many hotels , motes
l'vI at remain open year-round , a winter vacation in
aine 15 something to remember .
The State of Maine, with 33,040 square mile s ot
grade s of forested terrain - majestic pine and
spruce in a blanket of white - is a veritable "ChristTnas Tree Land " from December to April.
h' For the skier , Maine has everything . Modern up111 devices, all cla ss es of slopes , trails and jumps .

an

Chair lifts , T-bars , Poma lifts and tows are located
in most every ski region of the state .
Watch the daily newspapers and listen to sport
casts on the radio and television for skiing conditions
in the state of Maine.
The major ski areas in Maine , located on Pleasant
Mountain , Bridgton , Sugarloaf Mountain in Kingfield,
Saddleback, Squaw Mountain , Ski Horse, and the
Sunday River Skiway, just outside of Bethel are situated in the so-called "snow belt" where good skiing
is the rule throughout the season with good snow
conditions remaining well into spring.
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HUNTING
Variety is the word for Maine hunting.
With
more than 17,000,000 acres of forest lands and a total
area nearly as large as the other five New England
states combined, Maine's game population represents
the greatest wildlife resource of any state in the
nation.
Whether you decide to match wits with a crafty
black bear, bag the biggest whitetail dePr on the
continent, thrill to the ringing cry of coon hounds
under a frosty autumn moon, snap into action at the
sound of rising wings in the meadow, or enjoy the
best waterfowl shooting on the Atlantic coast - it's
all here in the Pine Tree State.
The State of Maine is proud of the outstanding
hunting records which have been established in her
state over the years. Bucks weighing over 400 pounds
live weight have been taken in Maine, and it is
doubted if any heavier whitetails are taken anywrer c
op the continent. It is estimated that the average
sportsman's chance of bringing back a deer over 200
pounds is one in thirty-five.
Deer hunting in Maine rates easily as the top
activity for the outdoorsman who loves a gun or a
bow. According to experts, Maine deer are outstanding specimens.
The use of both rifles and shotguns is permissible
in Maine for deer hunting. Rifles are by far the most
popular and much more practical except in a few

instances where thick brush and close shots are the
rule.
Black bear hunting is rugged in Maine. Maine's
black bears are crafty, shy and much more difficult

FISHING AT ITS BEST-Atlantic Salmon are offered as the
king of game fish in Washington County's Narraguagus, Den·
nys, Pleasant, Machias and Orange Rivers. These are now
considered the best spots in the United States for Atlantic
Salmon fishing.
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MOOSE HEAD LAKE-About 110 miles northwest of Bangor is Moosehead Lake, which is 40 miles long and the longest in
the State. Moose head is famous the world over for its game fish.

to stalk than deer. In weight they run from cub-size
to nearly 500 pounds. When frightened they rip through
Woods at terrific speeds and present the poorest of
t
argets.
There is no closed black bear season in
Maine.
Late fall and mid-October to the last of
November is probably the best time to hunt bear.
The best place to hunt for bear i.s in areas where
half-frozen apples still cling to remote trees during
th
h e late fall months, deserted lumber camps and
unt~g lodges garbage dumps.
h
ogs may be used in bear hunting in Maine ,
0 wever, not during open season on deer.
Moose hunting is prohibited in Maine as they are
Prntected by law . The hunter, however , who encounters one while in the woods will never forget the exPerience.
Standing from six to seven feet at the
~houlder and with antler spreads often exceeding 80
Inches, the big bulls present a magnificent spectacle.
This is the cameramans' dream as this "big baby"
is the most photogenic game animal in North America.
Pheasant in many instances will be found in
farming sections and pasture lands much the same
as the state's ruffled grouse.
They are, however,
largely confined to the southern and coastal counties
of the state.
Many of these birds are reared and
r~leased annually by the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game. Pheasant are smart, fast on
the Wing and know all the tricks of hide and seek.
A. good bird dog is advisable, but the average hunter
has been known to "walk up" his limit without too
ni.uch trouble.
Woodcock hunting is considered better in the
itate of Maine than in any other state .. The Pine
rec State is one of the best natural breedmg grounds
of these much sought after game birds in. the country.
~ny hunter who has witnessed the up and down, zig~ag flight of a woodcock realizes that this is a really
1fficu1t bird to bring down . The woodcock will often
~~ceze and fail to flush for a walking hunter. If you
Ir Ink you are a good wing shot, try Maine's woodcock .
whYou are a beginner, at least try Mame, the spot
ere Your chances are best.
2 ~ Du~k shooting thrills the experts as the nearly
,vOQ mtles of coastline with bays peninsulas, beaches
Beyond a
dand marsh lands are 'offered in ' Maine.
oubt, this makes for the best, honest-to-goodness
~a~erfowl shooting on the North Atlantic Coast as
aine is th first state in this country that birds fly
over wh en on their southward flight.
f
Fox, Bobcat and Rabbit arc among the other
avorite game animals hunted in the State of Maine .
-

FISHING
In these days of increased interest in fishing and

other forms of outdoor recreation, Maine stands in
an enviable position. Whether it be the silvery,
lightning-like acrobatics of a landlocked salmon "tailwalking" on the end of your line , the powerful deep
surge of a heavy squaretail or the explosive tactics
of a fighting black bass, fishing is good in the State of
Maine.
Well worth bearing in mind is. the fact that
Maine, with her 2,500 miles of coastline and sandy
beaches, offers some of the best salt water fishing
on the North Atlantic Coast. Maine invites you as a
fisherman and a sportsman to enjoy fishing in her
some 2,400 lakes and ponds, 5,500 rippling brooks ,
streams and rivers.
Landlocked Salmon are ready for action the
minute ice leaves the lakes and ponds in the spring
(usually in latter April). Experts say that fly-fishing
with wet flies of the conventional type as well as
many patterns of streamer fly design also work exceptionally well at this time of the year. Later , as
the temperatures rise, trolling with deep-going spoons
(revolving variety) and live bait usually bring some
excellent catches.
Brook Trout fishing in Maine is a special sport
of fun all by itself. These speckled beauties can be
found in small, clear-cold water brooks in every section of the state. From the eight and nine inchers
to the five and six pound "Junkers" there are thrills
galore for the trout fishermen in Maine.
Small mouthed black bass, frequently found in
more than 300 of the Pine Tree State's clear, cool
waters, rise to almost any bait or fly.
White Perch are among the easiest fish to catch
in the State of Maine. Rated as one of the very best
panfish, these snappy little dark-colored hustlers are
found in great numbers and furnish plenty of action.
Still fishing from a dock or anchored boat with ordinary angle worms, minnows or frogs' legs hardly
ever fails to get results.
Atlantic Salmon are offered as the king of gamefish in Washington County's Narraguagus, Dennys,
Pleasant, Machias and Orange Rivers. These are now
considered the best spots in the United States for Atlantic Salmon fishing. Atlantic Salmon in these rivers
vary from eight to nearly thirty pounds in weight. Fly
fishing is the order of the day with these pesk:r
fighters.
Other popular catches are: Togue, brown trout,
pickerel, ~triped bass and tuna.
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MADE IN MAINE
Maine produces everything from toothpicks to
destroyers. Downeast craftsmen are noted in fact and
fiction as builders of ships; inventors; and as possessors of an abundance of what has come to be known
as "Yankee ingenuity." It produces items as different
as wooden checkers and parts of jet plane engines.
Mostly Maine is a forest state with over 16 million
acres in forest land, the harvest of which supplies
nearly 1,000 wood-using plants which in turn employ
over 34 per cent of the wage earners of the State.
The manufacture of paper products is. the leading
wood industry with spruce and fir the principal species
used. Wood turning shops using hardwoods, principally
birch, are the industrial backbone of many Maine
communities. White pine, the State's official tree, is
the major source of lumber for home building and
construction. The largest producer of paper plates is
located in Central Maine. and the largest newsprint
producer has its home in the Pine Tree State.
Scattered over the State the vistor will find paper
mills, cotton mills, wood and worsted mills, shoe
factories, factories producing textile machinery,
machinery tools, wood turnings and fabricated metal
products.
Mineral production at present is almost entirely
of non-metallics. Limestone beds in Maine have been
in production for 125 years; this deposit also supports
one of the nation's largest cement concerns.
The
feldspar industry accounts for 25 percent of the nation's output. Maine granite has been used in buildings like the extension of the House of Representatives
in Washington, D. C., Grant's Tomb and the Philadelphia Mint. Specimens of the highly prized tourmalines
of Maine are contained in major collections the world
over. Northern Maine contains a large source of low
grade manganese, iron ore - the same region noted
for the tasty Maine potato.
Food and kindred products account for a payroll
at least as large as the footwear industry. Situated
as it is, Maine is adjacent to over 200,000 square
miles of the world's finest fishing territory. In 1957
fish and shellfish, including the famous Maine lobster,
valued at $17 million were caught by eleven thousand
fishermen.

r

I:

BIG PAUL-This statue of Paul Bunyan, the Legendary Symbol
of the era when Bangor was the lumber Capital of the World,
was erected in 1959 during the 125th Anniversary of the Incorporation of the City. Paul stands 31 feet above the pedestal and weighs l % tons. He may be seen and photographed at his location on lower Main Street near the Municipal
Auditorium.

Maine is gammg as a foremost place in the East
in canning and freezing industries. Maine corn, fish,
clam chowder, baked beans, sardines and blueberries
are famous the country over.
The poultry business in Maine has had a spectacular rise, returning $25 million in 1947 and $65 million
in 1957.
Other famous products include: Snowshoes (Admiral Peary took a pair to the North Pole), skis,
fishing rods and canoes.

CLIMATE

PICNIC AREA-Another fine picnic area in Maine 1s Baxter
State Park, near Greenville.
-

The U. S . Department of Commerce, Weather
Bureau annual meteorological summary, says "Maine
has the most healthful climate in the United States
and equals any in the world, not only in the summer
but also, contrary to belief, in the winter.
"Sunshine averages close to 60 percent for the
year and monthly averages vary little during the
changes of seasons. Frequently the winter has more
sunshiny days than the summer.
"It is a fac't that southern Maine has more actual
hours of sunshine during the months of June, July,
August and September than the famous winter resorts
of Florida, Georgia, Texas and California have during
th winter months of November , December, JanuarY
and F bruary."
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CLASSIFIED BUYING GUIDE
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ISSUE NO. 1

0

KNIGHT AUTO SALES COMPANY
" Our Reference Anyone You Meet"

AUTHORIZED DEALER - FACTORY SALES & SERVICE
MERCEDES BENZ - STUDEBAKER - TRIUMPH TR4
Different .

SEE AND TEST DRIVE THE ALL NEW STUDEBAKER
By Design Handsome New Leaders of the Low Price Field

See Them AH A t Knight Auto Sales

Bangor

54 Cumberland Street

•

Phone 942-1505 -

942-3046

TWIN CITY BUICK, INC.
BUICK
OPEL KADETT
AUTHORIZED SALES & SERVICE

373 WILSON ST.

989-5646

BREWER

HAMEL FUEL OILS

AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING
Hamel Oil Co.
319 Wilson St., Brewer _________________ ___ __ __ 989·3966

~

(See our ad this Classif ication)
AIRLINE & STEAMSHIPS
Bangor Travel Agency
44 Hammond St., Bangor ______________________ 945.9333
(See our ad under Travel Agencies)
ANTIQUES
The Document Box
4'h Miles East on Rt. IA (Ellsworth Rd .) Holden ____ 989-4890
(See our ad under Gift Shops)

COMPLETE
HEATING
SERVICE

319 WILSON

APPAREL-WOMENS
The Town & Country Fashion Shop
Bangor Shopping Center ________________________ 942-4444
(See our ad under Ladies Apparel)

Heating Worries
CALL

l

AIR
CONDITION ING
SERVICE

989-3966

BREWER

GLASS

APPLIANCES
Victor A. Perkins & Son, Inc.
Personalized Kitchens & Home Improvement Division
53 State St., Brewer __________________________ 989-3284
(See our ad under Home Improvements)
Zeke's New & Used Furniture Co.
67 Pine St ., Bangor __________________________ 945.5575

SOULE GLASS & PAINT CO.
CURVED WINDSHIELDS,
BACK LITES AND SAFETY GLASS
INSTALLED WHILE YOU WAIT

(See our ad under Furniture--New & Used)

ALL GLASS SERVICES

AUTOMOBILE BODY & PAINT SHOPS
Bangor Auto Body
165 Center St., Bangor ________________________ 942-4671

78 OAK STREET
CALL BANGOR 945-9481

AUTOMOBILE BODY SHOPS
Bud & Ray's Auto Body Shop
Box 76 Finson Rd., Bangor ______________________ 945-3724

SILVER'S INC.
AUTO PARTS & SUPPLIES
NEW & USED

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS-NEW CARS
Knight Auto Sales Co.
54 Cumberland St., Bangor ____________ 942-1505, 942-3046
T .
.
(See our ad this Classification)
win City Buick, Inc.
373 Wilson St ., Brewer ________________________ 989-5646

DISCOUNTS TO ALL D.A.F.B. PERSONNEL

5 Ml. NORTH ON BANGOR-ORONO RD.

866-2124

(See our ad this Classification)
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS-USED CARS
Genes Auto Sales - " The Home of Quality Used Cars"
44 Griffin Rd ., Bangor ------------------- -------942-4553
AUTOMOBILE GLASS
Soule Glass & Paint Co.
78 Oak St., Bangor _ --------------------------945·9481
(See our ad this Classification)

-

AUTOMOBILE PARTS
American Gear & Auto Parts Co.
317 Main St., Bangor --------------------------942-8261
Hy Way Service Garage
Stick Shifts · Parts · Repa irs & Service
Route 112, Milford, Me. --------------------------827-7381
Silver's Inc.
5 Miies North of Bangor on Orono Rd. ___ _________ 866-2 124
(See our ad th is Classif ication)
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AUTOMOBILE PARTS

& SUPPLIES

BEAUTY SALONS

Iii ~ EQUIPMENT
"SHOW" or "GO" ACCESSORIES
ALL NAME BRAND EQUIPMENT
504 VALLEY A VE.

945-6727

BANGOR

AUTOMOBILE PARTS & SUPPLIES
Mac 's Speed Shop
504 Valley Ave ., Bangor ___________ ___ __ ____ __ _ _945.6727
(See our ad this Classification)

HARRY NELSON SERVICE
Automobile Repa iring Rambler Service
American Gasoline & Oil
Brake & Front End Service Automoti ve Electric Service

556 HAMMOND ST.
PH . 947-723 0
BANGOR
Open 7:30 'til 5 P.M. Daily Saturday 7:30 A.M. 'ti l 12 Noon

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRING
Al 's Garage Auto Repair & Body Shop
22 March St., Bangor ________ _ _____ __ _____ _ _ _ _945-4854
Knight Auto Sales Co., " Factory Trained Mechanics"
54 Cumberland St., Bangor ____________ 942-1505, 942-3046
(See ou r ad under Automobile Dealers-New Cars)
Harry Nelson Service
556 Hammond St., Bangor ______________________ 947.72JO
(See our ad this Classification)
Sites Auto Servi ce
Complete Repairs Of All Makes
9
Main Rd ., East Hampden ____________________ _ __ 942-597
Twin City Buick, Inc.
6
373 Wilson St., Brewer ________________________ 989-564
(See our ad under Automobile Dealers-

New Cars)

AUTOMOBILE SPEED EQUIPMENT
Mac 's Speed Shop
7
504 Valley Ave ., Bangor
______________________ 945-672
(See our ad under Automobile Parts & Supplies)
AUTOMOTIVE-TRUCKS

You can
BANK
on Merrill Trust for
ALL types of LOANS and
other helpful services

D

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.

D

SCOUTS - TRA VELALLS - P ICKUPS

SALES & SERVICE

1105 HAMMOND ST.

Whenever you need a financial service . ..
rev up the p rop . . . and head for Mer rill!
You'll like our complete banking, our
popular Drive-In Window service and
Parking, available at our downtown Bangor
and Bangor Shopping Center Offices.

942-7304

BANGOR

BAKERIES

' 0A ) o~
~a

ART ISTRY IN FI N£
BAKED GOODS

,

O'tee 4

See our ad on In side

'21

~

OLD TOWN

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY

'I

Back Cover page

8 27-2429

BANKS
Merchants National Bank of Bangor
942 _4 gol
25 Broad St., Bangor
---------(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
The Merri ll Trust Com pany
5651
2 Hammond St., Bangor ________________________ 945·

Fifteen Offices S erving Eastern Maine

(See our ad this Classification)

BEAUTY SALONS

Gajf £ Je

BEAUTY SHOP

Special Attention G iven to
Dow Air Force Base Person nel

Shop the

206 State St.

Yellow Pages
-

2-

Bangor

942 -1759

BOATS

-

BUSINESS MACHINES-SALES & SERVICE

On The Peno bscot River

CWinterport

MARINA & BOAT YARD, INc.
foot of commercial street, winterport, maine
telephone 223-4855

p. o. box 276

ALL SIZE BOATS HAULED - LAUNCHED - BOAT & MOTOR STORAGE - FU EL AT FLOAT
MARINE SUPPLIES - MAINTENANCE - REPAIRS & SERVICE
Raymond E . Dillon Sr ., Pres .

BOATS & MOTORS BOUGHT & SOLD

LCDR. U.S.N. (Ret.)

Crescent: Glidden Corporat:ion
LUMBER & B UILDING MATERIALS
PLYWOOD -

FLOORING -

DOORS -

LOCK SETS -

GREGG & BUILT-WELL WINDOWS - MOULDINGS "ASHLAND TIMBER SPRUCE -

CAL JOLLEY

FOWLER RD.

ORRINGTON

BOATS
Marina and Boat Yard, Inc.
t Foot of Commercial St., Winterport ___________ 223-4855
(See our ad this Classification)

BOATS-WELDING
S111itty• W
W s elding Shop
1swe11 Rd., Brewer

EASTERN OVERHEAD DOORS

BEST FOR EVERY USE"

825-3586

AL GLIDDEN, JR.

MR. PAPERBACK

Wi~terPort

BOATS & MOTORS
Southa d
96 r of Bangor, Me., Mercury Motors
Exchange St., Bangor ________________________ 945-4772

INSULATION

MAINE'S LARGEST PAPERBACK SELECTION
CHOOSE FROM OVER 4,000 TITLES
MAGAZINES & NEWSPAPERS, TOO'
23 HAMMOND ST.

BANGOR

945-9038

__________________________ 989-2228

(See our ad under Welding)

BOot<s

SHOP THESE

Ai111ee B
· Mac Ewen, Bookseller-Used & Out of Print
10
Mr p Hodsdon St., Bangor ________________________ 942-6040
aperback
3 Hammond St., Bangor ______________________ 945·9038
(See our ad this Classification)

2

YELL01N PAGES

BOot<s

Fellow& MUSIC STORES
60 ship Book & Music Store
Columbia St., Bangor ------------------- _____ 945-5315
(See our ad this Classification)

BFiAl<E
M. L & WH EEL ALIGNMENT
-, 2 · Coffin Co., Inc.
5 Broadway, Bangor ------- _ _ ____________ 942-8289
B
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
lJILDIN
Build G MATERIALS
23 e~ Supply Company
Cres
t. Hope Ave., Bangor ----------------------942-8613
F cent Gildden Corp.
OWier Rd ., Orrington, Me. ----------------------825-3586
......____
(See our ad this Class1f1cation)

BUS-CHARTER SERVICE
Bangor and Aroostook Charter Bus Service
84 Harlow St., Bangor __ _______ ______ _____ __ ____ 945-5611
BUSINESS MACHINES-REPAIR & SERVICE
Standard Office Machines Co.
RFD #2, Bangor ------------------------------942-1633
BUSINESS MACHINES-SALES & SERVICE
Armes, Inc.
46 Columbia St., Bangor __ ______ _____ ___ _______ _942-4679

-3-

CARPET & RUGS

-

DELICATESSENS

CHURCH SUPPLIES
Fellowsh ip Book & Music Store
60 Columbia St., Bangor ___________________ __ _945.5315
(See our ad under Books & Music Stores)
CLEANERS
G. H. Penley Dry Cleaners
Pick Up & Delivery Service on & off Base
73 Parker St., Brewer ______ _ ____ __ _______ ___ __ _989-2535
Gold Star Cleaners
198 Wilson St., Brewer ________________________ 989-5170
440 Main St., Bangor _ _ ____________________ 945.9238
(See our ads Inside Front Cover and this Classification)

RUG SALES AND SERVICE

e
e
e

LARGE SELECTION IN STOCK
CLOTHING
Freese's, Inc. Department Store
74-96 Main St., Bangor ________________________ 947.7341
(See our ad under Department Stores)

LOWER PRICES FOR QUALITY CARPETS
BUDGET TERMS wi thout FINANCE CHARGES

RUG CLEANING -

REMODELING

CLOTHING-CHILDREN
Standard's Youth Center
56 Main St., Bangor _________________________ 945.5092

78 Palm Street
Bangor, Maine
Tel. 945-9704
New Showroom 685 Broadway (Sept. 1964)

(See our ad under Shoes)
CLOTHING-WOMENS & CHILDRENS
W. T. Grant Co.
Bangor Shopping Center, 633 Broadway ___________ 947-8681
(See our ad under Department Stores)
COCKTAILS
The Embers
Route 100 · South Main St. , Pittsfield ___________ -487-6978
(See our ad under Restaurants)
Twin City Motel & Restaurant
453 Wilson St., Brewer ------------------------989-5450
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

CARPET & RUGS
Philip R. Christmas, " Oriental Rugs- Domestic Carpeting"
Corner of State & North Main St., Brewer __________ 989-3374
K inney Linoleum & Carpet Co.
Rear of Sampsons Market on Harlow St.
5-7 Abbott Sq. Annex, Bangor ------------------947-8336
(See our ad under Linoleum)
S. G . Murray & Son
78 Palm St., Bangor ------ --------------- -----945-9704
(See our ad this Classification)
Saliba's Rug Sales & Service
2 Pleasant St., Bangor -------------------------942-4029
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

COFFEE SHOPS
M & M Coffee Shop, Inc.
Bangor Shopping Center ________________________ 942.7602
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
CONTRACTORS-PAINTING
W. C. Weatherbee & Sons. Inc.
189 State St., Bangor ________________________ 945.5551
(See our ad under Paints)

CARPET & RUGS-CLEANING
S. G. Murray & Son
78 Palm St., Bangor --------------------------945-9704
(See our ad under Carpets)
Saliba 's Rug Sales & Service
2 Pleasant St., Bangor --------------------------942-4029
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

COSMETICS
Liggett Rexall Drugs
Bangor Shopping Center, 647 Broadway __________ 942-5521
(See our ad under Drug Stores)

CATERING
Pilots Grill Restaurant
Hammond St., (Take Hermon Exit off Hwy. 95) Ban., 942-6325
(See our ad under Restaurants)

DAIRIES
Sunshine Farm Dairy
Guernsey Milk Delivered to your Door
6
165 Gilman Rd ., Bangor
______ __ ________ 945.554

CHURCHES

EMMANUEL BAPTIST CHURCH
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION
Push aw Rd . off B roadway
REV. GORDON THOMAS, Pastor

942-9254
-

DANCING SCHOOLS
The Thomas School of Dance
Children's Classes Adult Instruction
Forty-Two Broadway, Bangor

__________ 945.4356

DELICATESSENS
Sklars Kosher Meats & Delicatessen
()4
117 State St., Bangor --------------------------945-67

4 -

DEPARTMENT STORES

-

DRUG STORES

TEL. 947-7341

YOUR COMPLETE
ONE STOP DEPARTMENT STORE
IN DOWNTOWN BANGOR

DEPARTMENT STORES
Freese's Inc. Department Store
74-96 Main St., Bangor ________________________ 947.7341
(See our ad this Classification)
W. T. Grant Co.
Bangor Shopping Center 633 Broadway ________ 947-8681
(See our ad this Classification)
DIAMONDS
W. C. Bryant & Son, Inc.
46 Main st., Bangor --------------------------942-1767
(See our ad under Jewelers)
DRAPERIES
Old Town Furniture Co.
44 North Main St., Old Town _____ __ _____________ 827-2188
(See our ad under Furniture)
DRUGGIST-WHOLESALE
Bangor Drug Co.
110 Broad St., Bangor _________________________ 945-4596
DRUG STORES
Liggett Rexall Drugs
Bangor Shopping Center -

647 Broadway __________ 942-5521

Daily

Sunday

7 :30 A.M. to 11 P.M.

8:30 A.M . to 10 P.M.

Where Pharmacy Is A Profession
78-82 HARLOW ST.

BANGOR

947-7661

SHOP THE
YELLOW PAGES

~CS•• o;;;~~;;•;o~;UG

m

FOR ALL YOUR SICK ROOM NEEDS

Free Delivery to Bangor -

!rewer -

Veazie -

East Hampden

& Capehart Area on All Orders Place Before 5 P.M .

210 State St.

Bangor

947-8369

DRUG STORES, Cont'd.
Post Office Pnarmacy
78-82 Harlow St., Bangor ----------------------947-7661
(See our ad this Classification)

DRUG STORES -

FURNANCES

BANGOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC
COMPANY
An investor-owned, tax paying utility serving a
four-county area (Penobscot, Piscataquis, Hancock, and Washington) in eastern Maine.

RAINBOW REMNANTS, INC.
* YARD GOODS * FABRICS * RUG WOOLS

*

*
Sew & Save

DRAPERY MATERIALS, TAPES & HOOKS

* SIMPLICITY, SPADEA & ADVANCE PATTERNS
* BUTTONS * ZIPPERS * NOTIONS

THREADS

57 N. MAIN ST.

BREWER

989-4744

FABRICS
Clarks Fabric Shop
78 Columbia St., Bangor ______________________ 945-6582
Rainbow Remnants, Inc.
57 North Main St., Brewer ______________________ 989-4744
(See our ad this Classification)

FOR 90 YEARS
BANGOR'S LEADING
DRUG STORE

FERTILIZERS
Summer's Fertilizer Company, Inc.
194 Exchange St., Bangor ______________________ 947.7136

It's SWEET'S for:
•

PRESCRIPTIONS

•

COSMETICS

•

HOME DRUGS

•

TOBACCO

•

TRUSSES

•

FOUNTAIN

FINANCING (SEE ALSO LOANS)
Public Finance Corp.
7 Main St., Bangor ___________________________ 942-6371
71 Main St., Lincoln --------------------------794-651 7
(See our ad under Loans)
FLORISTS
F. J. Witherly Greenhouses
" Bedding Plants A Specialty"
Finson Rd ., Bangor ----------------------------945-4190
FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
Cain 's Mayonnaise - Borden 's Cheese - Dane T Bit Distributors
Outer Main St., Bangor, (D.M. Colson) ____ 945-6316, 989-2123

SHOP THE
YE LL OW PAGE S
DRUG STORES, Cont'd.
Sweets (The Rexall Store) Established 1875
26 Main St.. Bangor -------------- _ -------- 942-1742
(See our ad this Classification)
ELECTRIC POWER & LIGHT

BANGOR HYDRO-ELECTRIC COMPANY
Collection & Service Office
31 MAIN STREET

BANGOR

See our ad this Classification

945-5621

FUEL OIL
Adams & Jordan, Inc.
1055 North Main St., Brewer _______ _____ ______ 989-2430
(See our ad this Classification)
Bacon & Robinson Bottled or LP Gas
24 State St., Bangor __________________________ 945.4576
(See our ad this Classification)
Doyle & Carter, Inc.
225 North Main St., Brewer -------------------- 999.3350
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
Hamel Oil Co.
319 Wilson St., Brewer ---------- ---------- _999.3966
(See our ad under Air Conditioning & Heating)
Webber 011 Company
1
700 Main St.. Bangor ______ ------________ 942.550
(See our ad this Classification)
FURNACES
Adams & Jordan, Inc.
1055 North Main St., Brewer ____
_ ________ 999.2430
(Se our ad under Fuel Oil)
Doyle & Carter, Inc.
225 North Main St.. Brewer
999.3350
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)

FUEL OIL -

FOR FUEL OIL -

FURNACES -

GASOLINE & OIL

COMPLETE SERVICE

CALL

ADAMS & JORDAN, INC.
Metered Service • Automatic Deliveries • Insured Budget Plan
Gift Certificate For Fuel Oil on First Purchase

1055 N. MAIN ST.

PHONE 989-2430

BREWER

Serving The Heating & Cooking Needs
In Th e Bangor Area For Over 110 Years

TEL. 945-4576

FUEL & RANGE OILS
COAL & COKE
LP GAS

·COAL·
• f.ACON{, ROBINSONC~·>

• 0 IL •

24 STA TE STREET

EST. 1854

HEATING INSTALLATIONS
OIL BURNERS
SERVICE

BANGOR, MAINE

FOR BEST RESULTS

CALL FOR9HEATING OIL
AUTOMATIC DELIVERY AND OIL BURNER SERVICE

700 MAIN STREET

942-550 l

BANGOR, MAINE

Old Town Furniture Co.

FURNITURE
Bangor Furniture Company
84-88 Hammond St., Bangor __ __ ________________ 942-6778
Fairmount Furniture Co.
621 Hammond St., Bangor __ __ ____ ____ _________ 947-8631
New Central Furniture Company
139 State St., Bangor __________ ___________ __ ___ 942-8201

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
STYLE - QUALITY - SERVICE

44 N. MAIN ST.

827-2188

OLDTOWN

Old Town Furniture Co.
44 North Main St., Old Town ____ _____ ___________ 827-2188
(See our ad this Classification)
FURNITURE-NEW & USED
Zeke's New & Used Furniture Co.
67 Pine St., Bangor ________________ ____________ 945.5575
(See our ad this Classification)
FURNITURE (REPAIRING & REMODELING)
George W. Betterley Co.
16 North St., Bangor ____________ ___________ ___ 945.3910
(See our ad this Classification)
Brewer Upholstering Co.
Ellsworth Rd . Brewer ________________________ __ 989-2200
(See our ad under Upholstering)

NEW & USED

CASH FOR

FURNITURE &

YOUR USED

APPLIANCES

FURNITURE

67 PINE ST.

BANGOR

BETTERLEY FOR BETTER WORK

GEORGEW.

FURRIERS
Lyford-Woodward Co. , "Importers & Manufacturers"
28 Harlow St., Bangor ---------------------- •• 942-8500

BEffENLEYco.
''*W

GAS-BOTILED
Bacon & Robinson Co. (Bottled or L.P. Gas)
24 State St., Bangor _ ----------__________ 945-4576
(See our ad under Fuel 011 )

FINE FURNITURE

FINISHING & REPAIRING
SCAR ANO BURN REMOVAL
ANTIQUE RESTORATION
PIANO REFINISHING • ANTIQUING
MOVING ANO FIRE DAMAGE ESTIMATES
REMEMBER " LET GEORGE DO IT, HE KNOWS HOW"

GASOLINE & OIL
Community Oil Co. - Distributors for Chevron Gasoline
(See our ad under Service Stations for locat ion near you )

16 NORTH ST.

-

7-

BANGOR

945-3910

QIFT SHOPS

-

HOTELS

VAGUE'S VARIETY STORE
FRESH MEATS - GROCERIES
HARDWARE

DAIRY PRODUCTS - BEER - DRUGS
GASOLINE - OIL

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FROM 8 A.M. 'TIL 11 P.M.

" Your Neare st Complete Store to Pushaw Lake"
405 Pushaw Road - 5 Min. from Capehart Homes & Dow AFB
Bangor

942-2557

VICTOR A. PERKINS & SON, INC.
PERSONALIZED KITCHENS & HOME IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
GENERAL •

ELECTRIC MAJOR APPLIANCES

ST. CHARLES

MELAMITEEfi'HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES

ft] CUSTOM KITCHENS

WOOD MODE

~

KITCHEN KOMPACT

CUSTOM KITCHENS

53 STATE STREET

KK

THE " BEST BIRCH" LINE

LUMASIDE POL YCOTE •

SIDING BY MASONITE

BREWER, MAINE

ANTIQUES

GLASS
Soule Glass & Paint Co.
78 Oak St., Bangor
----- - ______________ ____ 945-9481
(See our ad under Automobile Glass)

BOUGHT

& SOLD

GROCERIES
Vague's Variety Store
405 Pushaw Rd., Bangor ----------------- - ----942-2557
(See our ad this Classification)

" Come In and Browse Around"

~ocumenl

/Jox

GROCERIES & LUNCHEONETTES

Gifts of Distinction

KEN DAY GROCERY & LUNCHEONETTE

989-4890
4V2 Ml. EAST ON RT. l A (Ellsworth Rd.)

989-3284

54 MT. HOPE AVE.
HOLDEN, ME.

BANGOR

942-8017

HAMBURGERS FRIED CLAMS
FRENCH FRIES GROCERIES WESTERN BEEF
BEER & ALE TO TAKE OUT
8 A.M. 'til 10 P.M. Daily Closed Sunday

HARDWARE

GROSSMAN HARDWARE
-~-..-~- - THE SERVICE STORE -

BANGOR HOUSE

Engraving Rubber Stamps
Locksmiths Rental Service
Piastre Signs

MOTOR HOTEL

TEL 945-3184
145 State St. - Bangor, Maine

A CONVENIENT PLACE
FOR THE FAMILY IN TRANSIT
Family Plan Rates •

Children Welcome

HARDWARE & DRUGS
Vague's Variety Store
405 Pushaw Rd ., Bangor ________________________ 942-2557

Enjoy convenient in·hotel services. Coffee
Shop, Dining Room, House Doctor, BabySitting Service. TV, Free Parking. Downtown near stores, theater, bus station.
Main at Union Sts. Tel. 947-7321.

(See our ad under Groceries)
HEATING
E. L. Douglass & Sons
145 Court St., Bangor ____ ____________________ 942.1065
(See our ad under Plumbing)
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Victor A. Perkins & Son, Inc.
Personal ized Kitchens Home Improvement Division
53 St ate St., Brewer --------------------------989-3284
(See our ad this Classification)

GIFT SHOPS
The Document Box
4 1h Miles East on Rt. 1-A (Ellsworth Rd .) Holden
(See our ad this Classrficatron)

___ 989-4890

GIFTS & RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES
Christ the King Gift Shop
Maine Church Supplies
40 Main St., Bangor ------------- ------------94 5-3767

-

HOTELS
Bangor House Motor Hotel
Main at Union St. ----------------------------947 7321
(See our ad this Classification)
The Lancey House
Since 1829 Noted for Famous Foods & you r Favorite Beverage
Main Street, Pittsfield, Me. --------------------- -487·5121
(See our ad Inside Back Cover)
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ICE CREAM-WHOLESALE

-

LEATHER GOODS-REPAIRS & SERVICE

ICE CREAM-WHOLESALE
H. P. Hood & Sons
218 Parkview Ave .. Bangor ______________________ 945-4508

JEWELERS OF DISTINCTION
INSURANCE
D. S. Higgins & Sons · Agents for Travelers
15 State St., Bangor __________________________ 947-8678
New York Life Insurance Co.
7 Main St., Bangor ____________________________ 942-6776
J. F. Singleton Co.
16 Broad St., Bangor ____ 947-7365, 947-7366, Eve. 945-6636
(See our ad under Real Estate)
INSURANCE-LIFE
Floyd G. Barnett
Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York
545 Hammond St., Bangor ____________________ 947.7930
National Life of Vermont. Ron Bishop, General Agent
96 Harlow Street, Bangor -----------------------942-7331
INVESTMENT SECURITY
Pierce White & Drummond, Inc.
3rd Floor Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor ____ 945-4544--45 or 46
JEWELERS
W. C. Bryant & Son, Inc.
46 Main St., Bangor _________________________ 942-1767
(See our ad this Classification)
Crown Jewelers
_ ___________ 942-3022
11-13 Main St., Bangor ___ _
(See our ad this Classification)
De Grasse Jewelers
38 Main St., Orono, Maine ______________________ 866-4032
LADIES APPAREL
W. T. Grant Co.
Bangor Shopping Center, 633 Broadway ___________ _947-8681
(See our ad under Department Stores)
Rose King-"Distinctive Apparel Shop"
18 Broad St., Bangor --------------------------947-7883
The Towne & Country Fashion Shop
Bangor Shopping Center ------------------------ 942-4444
(See our ad this Classification)
LAUNDRIES
Gold Star Cleaners
198 Wilson St., Brewer
440 Main St., Bangor ___

FOB

FOUR GENERATIONS

Phone 942-1767
46 Main Street

CROWN JEWELERS

ATTENTION:
PCS ARRIVALS TO DOW
AIRMEN
NCOs and Officers stationed here ot Dow
A.F.B. hove been com in~ into the Crown
Jewelers for ever 19 years now. They hove
found that by doing business with David Rosen
and ex-Dow-man Joel Rudom they

ARE
ALWAYS

welcome to cpen a credit account on whatever item you pick:
whether it be a diamond ring for your girl friend, a watch, rings,
radios, or a gift for the folks . . . you ore

WELCOME
to charge it and be one of the very many smart Dow men who
.shop where they ore always treated rcyolly. That's

AT

__________________ 989-5170
__________________ 945-9238

WONG'S HAND LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Owned & Operated by Thomas A. Sing
"Let us do your Laundry & Dry Cleaning"
Bangor

945-3448

LAUNDROMATS
Center St. Launderette-95 Center St., Bangor
Garland St. Launderette-260 Garland St., Bangor
State St. Launderette-197 State St., Bangor
Hammond St. Launderette-234 Hammond St., Bangor
(See our ad this Classification)

l~THER

GOODS-REPAIRS & SERVICE
ankee Shoe Repair
11 Water St., Bangor __

v-

~

always going to be treated fairly, and going to receive the very
best quality merchandise at the lowest prices. A3C, A2C 1 and
men under 21 years of age are more than

(See our ads Inside Front Cover & under Cleaners)

74 Pickering Square

Bangor, Maine

_ ____________ 942-3184

(See our ad under Shoes-Repairing)
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the home of The Crown. Drop in anytime and see if we con be
of service to you; that ' s at the

LINOLEUM

-

OIL BURNER SERVICE

Kl NNEV
LINOLEUM

LUMBER
Crescent Glidden Corp.
Fowler Rd ., Orrington, Me. __________________ ____ 825-3586
(See our ad under Building Materials)

947-8336

~~Tl~T~~~~!.ll~I~'

~

FLOOR TILE

MAGAZINES
Mr. Paperback
23 Hammond St., Bangor ------------------- -- --945·9038
(See our ad under Books)
MARINAS
Winterport Marina and Boat Yard , Inc.
At Foot of Commercial St., Winterport ______________ 223·4855
(See our ad under Boats)

MOHAWK CARPETS

COUNTER TOPS

WALL TILE

5 ABBOTT SQ. ANNEX

BANGOR

(Rear of Sampsons Mkt. on Harlow St.)

MEATS-KOSHER
Sklars Kosher Meats & Delicatessen
117 State St., Bangor __ _ _____________________ __945-6704

---------------------

MOBILE HOME PARKS
Rainbow Trailer Park
1 Mile N. of Dow Air Force Base on Ohio St., Bangor _945.5139
(See our ad under Trailer Parks)

._,
<>
"'
e y
when you need it

MOBILE HOME SALES
State Trailer Sales
Outer Hammond St., Hermon _________________ 848·5555
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
MOBILE HOMES-SALES & SERVICE
Grant 's Trailer Sales, Inc.
Corner Hammond & Perkins, Bangor __ _________ ___942·6724

$25 to $2500
Fast Service
On sensible plans
Monthly Payments you can afford I

Plenty of cash helps on leave, or
to pay bills, or for any emergency. Loans are
made quickly, carefully and privately-you get
your kind of service, from your kind of people.
Ask for our
COAST-TO-COAST CREDIT CARD
... it will identify you at over 7 JO affiliated offices.

Phone, write or come in!
You can depend on • • •

MOBILE HOME TRAVEL TRAILERS
Pinewood Travel Trailers
Hammond St., Box 1078, Bangor ------------- - __ 848·5100
MOTELS
Bangor House Motor Hotel
Main at Union St.
----------- 947.7321
(See our ad under Hotels)
Twin City Motel
453 Wilson St., Brewer
_989-5450
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
MOTORCYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Maine Motorcycle Sales-Your Harley-Davidson Dealer
Hammond St., Hermon, Maine __
_ __ ___ _ __

848-5950

MOVING & STORAGE

,,
CORPORATIONS

I

Since 1917Backed by 47 Years Experience
BANGOR

7 Main Street

942-6371

LINCOLN

71 Main Street

794-6517

-- ------------------LINOLEUM
Kinney Linoleum & Carpet Co.
Rear of Sampsons Market on Harlow St.
5.7 Abbott Sq. Annex, Bangor
--------- 947-8336
(See our ad this Classification)
LOANS (SEE ALSO FINANCING)
The Merrill Trust Company
2 Hammond St., Bangor ------------(See our ad under Banks)

-------- 945·5651

Public Finance Corp.
7 Main St., Bangor ---------------------942 6371
71 Main St., Lincoln ---------------------- 794·6517
(See our ad this Class lf1cat1on)
V&O Loan Co.
89 Exchange St. , Bangor ------------------ ___ 942 8327

-

MUFFLERS
Silver's, Inc.
5 Miles North of Bangor on Orono Rd . _
(See our ad under Automobile Parts)

866·212 4

MUSIC STORES
Fellowship Book & Music Store
60 Columbia St., Bangor _
------· _ 945.5315
(See our ad under Books & Music Stores)
Viner's Music Co .
20 Broad St. , Bangor
______ 945.9494
(See our ad this Classification)
NURSERY & FLOWER SHOPS
Bangor Nursery & Flower Shop, Inc.
7
1000 State St. , Bangor ------------------------- 942-727
OFFICE SUPPLIES & BUSINESS MACHINES
Gass Office Supply Co.
Office Supplies • Business Machines • Portable Typewriters
Sales & Service

138 Washington St. , Bangor -------------------. 942-6789
OIL BU~NER SERVICE
Webber 011 Company

700 Main St. , Bangor _

---------------------. 942 -5501
(See our ad under Fuel Oil)
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PAINTS

PAINTS
Weat herbee 's Drive In Paint Store
189 State St., Bangor __________________________ 945-6551
(See our ad this Class ification)

-

S ee the Co m plete, N l r H

RESTAURANTS

L ine

at

PERFUMES
Post Office Pharmacy
78-82 Harlow St., Bangor _______________________ 9 4 7-7661
(See our ad under Drug Stores)

VINER'S MUSIC CO.

PHOTOGRAPHY-COMMERCIAL-PHOTO FININSHING & SUPPLIES
Janel Photo Service
56 State St. , Ba ngor ___________________________ 942-0635

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE MUSIC STORE

PHOTOSTATS-MIMEOGRAPHING-RUBBER STAMPS
Central Business Service
77 Central St., Bangor _________________________ 945.5345

>~ll'N

PICTURE FRAMING
Bangor Picture Framing Company
102 Exchange Street, Bangor ___ __ _______________ 947-7619

QUALITY PRODUCTS
TELEVISIONS

PLUMBING
E. L. Douglass & Sons
145 Court St. , Bangor _______________________ __ _942-1065
(See our ad th is Classification)

BLACK & WHITE - COLOR

TRANSISTORS
AM-FM RADIOS

PLUMBING & HEATING
Davenport Bros., Inc.
199 Ohio St., Bangor __________________________ 942-2067

Remember With

EASY TERMS ON VINER'S OWN FINANCE PLAN
20 BROAD ST.

945-9494

* CARMOTE PAINTS * WALL PAPER
* MOSIAC TILE * RENTAL EQUIPMENT
189 STATE ST.

&, L

(See our ad under Fabrics)
REPAIRING-FURN ITURE
George W. Betterley Co.
16 North St., Bangor _________ _________________ 945-3910
(See our ad under Furniture--Repairing & Remodeling)
RESTAURANTS
Chuck Wagon Restaurant
Opposite The Airport & Gate 7
Outer Union St., Bangor ________________________ 942-9888
(See our ad this Classification)

BANGOR

WEATHERBEE'S DRIVE IN

REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE
Ames Real Estate & Insurance
204 Penobscot Square, " End of Free Bridge," Brewer _989-3820
REMNANTS
Rainbow Remnants, Inc.
57 North Main St., Brewer ____ _ _______ __________ 989-4744

~

"THE QUALITY GOES IN
BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

RADIOS & TELEVISIONS
Crown Jewelers
11 -13 Main St. , Bangor ________________________ 942-3022
(See our ad under Jewelers)
REAL ESTATE
The Quinn Agency
Corner Union & Hammond St. , Bangor ______________ 942-4864
J. F. Singleton Co.
16 Broad St., Bangor __ 947-7365, 947-7366, Evenings 945-6636
(See our ad this Classification)

a.,,.

STEREOPHONIC PHONOS

PRESCRIPTIONS
Sweets (The Rexall Store) Established 1875
26 Main St., Bangor ___________________________ 942-1742
(See our ad under Drug Stores)

BANGOR

Z>~

945-6551

& S0#4

p~ ad ~eatbe9
145 COURT ST.

BANGOR

942-1065

J. F. SINGLETON CO.
Specializing in Real Estate
New & Used Homes
Sales - Rentals - Insurance
16 Broad St.

Bangor
947-7365 or 947-7366
Evenings 945-6636

CHUCK WAGON

Shop the

RESTAURANT

Yellow Pages

BROAS TED
CHICKEN

OUTER UNION ST.
-

11-

RESTAURANTS

-

SERVICE STATIONS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

5 A.M. 'til l A.M. - Sunday 7 A.M. 'til Midnight
NOTED FOR HOME-BAKED BREAD & PASTRIES

*

*
*
*

STEAKS - CHOPS - CHICKEN
SEAFOOD PLATTERS
MAINE LOBSTERS
COCKTAILS & DANCING

Owned and Operated by LE ANDER D . MERCIER
RT. 100-SO. MAIN ST.

PITISFIELD

487-6978

RESTAURANTS & COCKTAILS
The Lancey House
Famous for fine foods since 1829. Visit the Mural Dining Room
Coffee Shop or Sportsmans Room for your favorite food
Main St., Pittsfield __ ------------------------ -487-5121
(See our ad Inside Back Cover)
ROOMS
Jarvis lodge
49 Ohio St., Bangor ---------------------------945-9246
RUGS
S. G. Murray & Son
78 Palm St., Bangor, Maine _____________________ 945-9704
(See our ad under Carpets)
Old Town Furniture Co.
44 N. Main St., Old Town ------------------- - --827-2188
(See our ad under Furniture)

SEAFOOD OUR SPECIALTY
Try Our Ocean-Fresh Lobster
Complete menu of fine quality foods.
Booth and counter service in the Coffee
Shop. Table service in the Skyview
Room. Children's Menu.

RUGS & CARPETS-SALES & SERVICE
Saliba Rug Sales & Service
2 Pleasant St., Bangor _________________________ 942-4029
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
RUG & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Philip R. Christmas, "Oriental Rugs-Domestic Carpeting"
Corner State & North Main St., Brewer ------------989-3374

Just take the Hermon Exit off Interstate
Highway #95.

SEAT COVERS--CONVERTIBLE & BOAT TOPS
Bangor Seat Cover Shop
76 Washington St., Bangor ----------------------942-5021

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Good foods·3 Banquet Rooms
RESTAURANTS , Cont'd.
The Embers
Route 100, South Main St ., Pittsfield ______________ 487-6978
(See our ad this Classification)
M&M Coffee Shop, Inc.
Bangor Shopping Center ------------------------ 942-7602
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
Perry's "Famous For Clams" lunch
373 Main St ., Bangor ------------------------- 942-91 69
Pilots Grill Restaurant
Hammond St . (Take Hermon Exit off Hwy. 95) Bangor 942-6325
(See our ad this Classification)
Twin City Motel & Restaurant
453 Wilson St ., Brewer ------------------------- 989-5450
(See our ad Outside Back Cover)
RESTAURANTS--CARRY OUT
Chuck Wagon Restaurant
Opposite The Airport & Gate 7
Outer Union St ., Bangor ------------------------942-9888
(See our ad under Restaurants)

-

SERVICE STATIONS
Chiarell Texaco Service Station
Welcome to D.A.F.B. Personnel-Jim Chiarell, MSgt. USAF, Ret'd.
271 Wilson at State St., Brewer ---------____ 989-5083
Community Oil Co. -Distributors for Chevron Gasoline
Center Street Chevron
Center & Jefferson St., Bangor
Hammond Street Chevron
Hammond & Union Street, Bangor
The Fuel Mart #1- 545 Main St., Bangor
The Fuel Mart #2- 532 Main St., Bangor
Outer Hammond St. Chevron- Hermon line, Hermon
Hermon Chevron- Hermon Corner, Hermon
Levant Chevron- Route 222 Levant, Hermon
Brewer Chevron- 176 North Main St., Brewer
Brewer Chevron--429 Outer Wilson St., Brewer
Holden Chevron- Rte. l ·A, Holden
University Chevron- 2 Main St., Orono
Old Town Chevron- Center St. , Old Town
Old Town Chevron- 2 Gillman Falls Ave., Old Town
Melford Chevron- Route 2, Melford
(See our ad this Classification)
Fairmont Mobile Serv1ce--Owned & Operated by Wayne Philbrick
610 Hammond St., Bangor ---------__ 945-9043
Harry Nelson Service
556 Hammond St. , Bangor _ _
_ ___ 947.7230
( See our ad under Automobile Repairing)
Vague's Variety Store
405 Pushaw Road , Bangor
----------·
942-2557
(See our ad under Groceries)
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SERVICE STATIONS

-

TRAI LER PARKS

COMMUNITY OIL COMPANY
LOWER MAIN STREET

TELEP HONE 942-5556

BA NGOR

DISTRIBUTORS FOR:
BATTERIES & ACCESSORIES

•

RPM MOTOR OILS - ATLAS TIRES -

•

CHEVRON GASOLINE FOR YOUR CAR

•

CHEVRON HEATING OIL FOR YOUR HOME

See Listing under Service Stations for Chevron Service Most Convenient to You

RAINBOW TRAILER PARK
One Mil e North of Dow Air Force Base on Ohio Street
Shady - Spa ciou s - Quiet - Large Lots - Artesian Well Water
Good Wid e Roads & Streets - All Night Lighting
Owned & Operated by GEORGE & MADELINE SMITH
SHOES
Standard Shoe Stores
48-52 Main St., Downtown Bangor ______________ 947 -8366
Bangor Shopping Center, Outer Broadway
________ 945 -6096
(See our ad this Class ification)
SHOES-REPAIRING
Yankee Shoe Repair
11 Water St., Bangor ________ ------------ (See our ad this Classification)
SURGICAL SUPPLIES
Allen Drug Co., Inc.
8 Harlow St., Bangor --------------------

_ 942 -3184

Phone 945-5139

MAINE'S LARGEST SHOE STORE

The Famous Brands You Know
The Fashions You Want
WOMEN'S: Air Step, Troyl1ng, Selby, Fiancees , American Girl ,
Penobscot Trampeze, Town & Country, Glamour Debs,
MEN'S: Bostonians, Mansf1elds , Pedwins, Hush Puppies.
CHILDREN'S: Stride Rite, American Juniors , Buster Brown,
Red Ball Jets
Mothers like the care Standard takes 1n fitting Children 's Shoes

__ 942 -5273

STANDARD SHOE STORE, 48-52 Main St.

Downtown Bangor

STANDARD SHOES, Bangor Shopping Center
TAILORS
Gold Star Cleaners
198 Wilson St., Brewer -- - ----- - --- - ------ __ 989 -5170
440 Main St. , Bangor _ ___
___ ____ _ __
_ 945-9238
(See our ads Inside Front Cover & under Cleaners)
TELEVISION & STEREOS
Viner's Music Co.
20 Broad St., Bangor _ __ ___ - -------- ------ _ 945 -9494
(See our ad under Music Stores)

Outer Broadway

YANKEE SHOE REPAIR
Since 1945
LUGGAGE - SHOES - LEATHER GOODS
ZIPPERS
SALES & SERVICE
11 WATER ST.

THEATERS
Bangor Opera House
131 Main St., Bangor __ ______ _ _________ _ _______ 945-4308

BANGOR

942-3184

Orthotic Supports And Appliances for
Men, Women and Children
Fitted to Your Doctors Prescription
4 Registered Fitters on Duty

TIRES
M. L. Coffin Co., Inc.
725 Broadway, Bangor ---------_______ 942 -8289
(See our ad Inside Front Cover)
TRAILER PARKS
Lakeview Trailer Court
Box 128, East Holden, Me.- 9 Miles East of
Bangor on Rt. l·A at 46 _ _
------ _ __________ 843 -5741
Rainbow Trailer Park
1 Mile N. of Dow Air Force Base on Ohio St .. Bangor _945-5139
(See our ad this Class1f1cation)

ADCO SURGICAL SUPPLY CO.
C~PS~t7Wr
Over Allen Drug Co .
CORNER STATE and HARLOW STS.

942-5273

LOOK IN THE YELLOW PAGES FOR THE BEST BUYS
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TRAVEL AGENCIES -

WELDING & RADIATOR SHOPS

~
1 1
-...,,_""" '' ..-;.

/\

CERTIFIED
WELDING
PORTABLE
UNITS

WISWELL RD ., BREWER

HELi -ARC
WELDING

~l
tfIDJNG SHOP

BANGOR TRAVEL AGENCY

ALUMINUM BOATS
STAINLESS STEEL

PH: 989-2228

TRAVEL AGENCIES
Bangor Travel Agency
44 Hammond Street , Bangor
__ _ ___ _ ___ 94 5.933 3
(See our ad th is Cl assi f ication)

ANYWHERE ANYTIME
"Complete Planning At No Cost To You "
AIR & STEAM SH IP TICKETS
Worldwide Tours & Cru ises Plann ing & Reservations

44 HAMMOND ST.

UPHOLSTERING
Brewer Upho lstering Co.
Ellsworth Road, Brewe r _ ------ _____________ 9 8 9·2200
(See our ad t his Classi f icat ion)

PHONE 945 -9333

ONE OF THE LARGEST & MOST MODERN IN NEW ENGLAND

WELDING
Central Wel d ing Co .
Lower Main St reet , Bango r ______________________ 942·8 69 5
Sm itty 's Weldin g Shop
Wiswell Road, Brewer
- - - _9 89·2228
(See our ad this Cl assi f icat ion)

"CUSTOM" UPHOLSTERING
e ESTIMATES GIVEN

e CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED
"FREE rlCKUP & DELIVERY
ANYWHERE IN MAINE "

WELDING & RADIATOR SHOPS
J. J . Boulter & So n
3 49 Harlow St. , Bangor

REPAIRED
REUPHOLSTERED &
REMODELED AND
MADE TO ORDER

---------------- __ _ _947.70 19

[ 989-2200

ELLSWORTH RD., BREWER

AREA CODE

NAME AND ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NUMBER

-

-

-

-

-

-

~--

-'

I·

I

-

I

-

1'

J

-
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BUFFET SERVED IN THE MURAL DINING ROOM
EVERY WEDNESDAY & SATURDAY, 5:30 - 9 P.M.

Facilities For Banquets, Conferences, Parties & Weddings
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 487-5121
FORTY ROOMS • MURAL DINING ROOM •

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

COFFEE SHOP • SPORTSMAN'S ROOM • AIR CONDITIONED

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'•
FOR THE BEST IN BAKERY FOODS!
TRUE DANISH PASTRIES
TEMPTING FRESH CAKES
DELICIOUS VARIETY BREADS

OUTSTANDING
DECORATED CAKES

Available at Your Commissary
Or 69 Bodwell St.

Phone 827-2429

Old Town, Maine

•

Natio wid Publication , Inc.
P .O. Bo 883
ubboc , Texa
Ar a Cod 806 SH 7 - 624

"World's Largest P blisher and Printer
of Military Directories and Guides"

REFINED CLEAN TO BURN CLEAN . . . It's the heating oil that
saves you money all winter long because it produces more heat per
gallon than any other heating oil! Arrange for Flying A NOW!

BREWER, MAINE

225 NORTH MAIN STREET

TEL: 989-3350

WE GIVE FREESE ' S GOLD BOND STAMPS

2
65 AIR CONDITIONED.

Serving top quality New England

SWIMMING POOL

food in real Dining Room atmos-

FAST BREAKFAST BAR

phere.

Member AAA

We solicit the general

public in addition to motel guests.

Miles from Downtown Bangor. East on Route l A to Ellsworth

'
STATE
TRAILER SALES
Sales and Service
SERVICE

MOBILE HOMES

*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

ABC
Vindale
General
Belvedere
Great Lakes

Complete Ports Dept.

COMPLETE CARPET SERVICE

*

DOMESTIC M~D ORIENTAL RUGS

•
•
•

Licensed Servicemen
Miller Gun Furnaces
Service Day or Night
Silver-Top Awnings

*

We Stock Over 200 Rolls of Quality
Carpeting from These Famous MJ!ls:

and . . . LOMA LOOM, the "Maine Made Carpet"
thai Grows Out of Sponye Rubber
SE.E US FOR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING,

REWEAVING,

RE.BURLING, CUTTING & BINDING, ANO RENOVATING

We will clean your Upholstered furniture.
at home or in our Spacious New Plant.

INSURED HAULING WITHIN STATE

848-5555

BANGOR, MAINE
PHONE

Day or Night

Outer Hammond St.

2 PLEASANT STREET

Hermon, Maine

1

'

